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There are a number of aspects of the Standard Model that have yet to be observed

or fully understood or managed� Some aspects are phenomena that have yet to be

observed in experiments� such as the Higgs boson or the QCD dead cone� Other

aspects of the Standard Model make calculations di	cult or unwieldy� such as color

con�nement� Some of these aspects are explored in this thesis�

We propose an additional channel in which to observe the Higgs boson in future

experiments
 Higgs production in association with a single top quark� We will show

that this channel is small in comparison to others� but it can act as a con�rmation if

discovery is made in other channels� It also has unique aspects of its own that make

it worthy of future attention were the Higgs to be found�

Also in this thesis� we explore aspects of the QCD dead cone� The dead cone is a

conical region of diminished radiation in the forward direction of a radiating particle�

It is a property common to all gauge theories� including QED� but con�nement has

kept it from direct observation in experiments�

Last in this thesis� we study a new method of color decomposition called the color

�ow decomposition� Con�nement implies that the color degrees of freedom must be

summed over when computing QCD amplitudes� but when the number of partons

involved is large the sum over colors can be impossibly large to do exactly� Color

decomposition is a technique in which the total amplitude for a multi�parton process

can be organized by its SU�� color structure� making numerical computation and

the sum over color easier to manage� The color �ow decomposition organizes multi�

parton amplitudes by physical color��ow through the process� just as electric charge

�ows through a QED process�
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Introduction

Few theories have stood up to the scrutiny that the Standard Model has been under�

yet it remains one of the most successful and self�consistent descriptions of the funda�

mental forces to date� While we know the Standard Model is not entirely complete�

it has successfully described three of the four fundamental forces
 electromagnetism�

weak� and strong� Though gravity has not yet been incorporated into the Model with

complete success� string theorists continue to study the issue and have made signi��

cant advances in the past two decades� Within the range of energies that high�energy

experiments can probe� however� the Standard Model appears to be very close to

complete� as well as incredibly accurate�

For decades� the only deviation found from the Standard Model is the discov�

ery of neutrino mass�as evidenced by neutrino oscillations�and even the discovery

of neutrino mass cannot be honorably considered as a black mark on the Standard

Model� Some might argue that the Standard Model was remiss in not predicting

neutrino mass in the �rst place� especially since accommodating for neutrino mass

involves only slight modi�cations
 ��� allowing for the existence of right�handed neu�

trino �elds� which are not forbidden by any observed symmetry and allow for the

inclusion of right�handed Majorana and Dirac mass terms in the Lagrangian� or ���

allowing for left�handed Majorana mass terms� which have mass dimension � and are

non�renormalizable� Contrary to all of our best e�orts� it seems the Standard Model

remains eerily consistent with all experiments�

Fortunately� this is not the end of the story�

Despite tremendous success� the Standard Model has an ever diminishing list of

short�comings� One such short�coming is that� while the electroweak theory of the

Standard Model has become astoundingly precise� we still have not found evidence

for the Higgs boson� the particle in the Standard Model responsible for breaking

electroweak symmetry down to the observed electromagnetic and weak interactions�

It is also believed to be responsible for giving mass to the spectrum of Standard

Model particles� In the current experimental runs at Fermilab�s Tevatron� and in

future runs at CERN�s Large Hadron Collider �LHC�� we are exploring the energy
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scale associated with electroweak symmetry breaking �EWSB� in the hopes of �nding

the culprit� If it is found to be the Higgs boson� then continuing experiments will

attempt to classify its properties� If it is not found� then we hope to uncover enough

evidence of a new candidate for EWSB� opening a new era in high�energy physics�

In Chapter �� we discuss a possible means of observing the Higgs boson in associa�

tion with single�top production� It is a small signal� but one may naively expect it to

provide a con�rmation if a light Higgs is discovered in another channel� Additionally�

such a signal would provide a singular insight into the nature of the Higgs coupling to

fermions and bosons� since in this signal� the Higgs couples to both� therefore� it can

lead to large interference� The magnitude and sign of this interference can provide

an important indicator of the next energy scale at which new physics beyond the

Standard Model must enter�

Many other uncon�rmed elements of the Standard Model are hidden to us behind

the curtain of poorly understood and complicating phenomena� For example� the

color degrees of freedom associated with Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD� cannot

be isolated in Nature� This is a non�perturbative phenomenon called con�nement�

and it means that simple� perturbative computations of low�energy QCD processes

are incomplete� if not entirely meaningless� This stands in huge contrast to another�

well�understood gauge theory� the theory of Quantum Electrodynamics �QED��

In their construction� both QED and QCD are the same type of theory� called a

gauge theory� The di�erence between the two theories lies in governing symmetry�

QED is governed by a U��� symmetry� while QCD is governed by an SU�� symmetry�

This amounts to the simple� yet striking� di�erence that QED has only one intrinsic

electric charge� while QCD has three intrinsic color charges� each distinct color charge

interacting with itself as well as the other two� Due to their common gauge structure�

however� the two theories should share many similarities that have been hidden to

us behind the veil of con�nement� In Chapter �� we turn our attention to one of

these unobserved similarities
 the dead cone� In this chapter� we attempt to explain

the dead cone� as well as explore the possibility of observing the dead cone in future

experiments such as the Run II at the Fermilab Tevatron�

The con�ning nature of QCD rears its head� again� when perturbative calculations

are attempted for high�energy processes� Since the individual color degrees of freedom

are hidden from our view� each possible con�guration of color charges will naively

contribute coherently to the quantum amplitude� though� according to the parton

model� at high energies� each possible color con�guration will contribute incoherently

since the partons are approximately non�interacting� Hence� summing over each color
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Gauge Boson Mass Coupling Constant

Gluon �g� � GeV 	s�MZ� � �����

W�

Z�

���� GeV

���� GeV
	W �MZ� � ���

Photon �
� � GeV 	�MZ� � �
�����

Table �� The physics gauge bosons of the Standard Model� their masses� and asso�
ciated coupling constants

con�guration must be done for any QCD process that is considered� When the number

of color�charged� �nal�state particles becomes large� the number of contributing color

con�gurations rapidly increases as �nq�q��ng � where nq�q indicates the number of quark�

lines and ng indicates the number of external gluons�

The chosen method for computing amplitudes for processes with complicated �nal�

states is via discretized� numerical techniques on computers� such as Monte�Carlo

integration� However� even the most advanced computational technologies struggle

with the large numbers of computations required for large multi�parton �nal states�

Therefore� in the hopes of better managing these computations� attempts to reduce

the total number of required computations have been made over the last decade�

One way in which this is done is by reorganizing the individual color structures

contributing to a process in a way that allows for easier and or fewer computations�

This is the topic of color decomposition� and a new method of decomposition is

presented in Chapter �

An overview of the Standard Model

The Standard Model is an SU��c�SU���L�U���Y �eld theory describing the strong

and the uni�ed electroweak forces of nature� The SU��c sector of the Standard Model

is a gauge theory called Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD�� It is mediated by eight

massless� spin�� gauge bosons called gluons �g� that couple to the color charge� each

gluon is distinguished from the others by its unique color charge� The SU���L�U���Y

sector of the Standard Model is a gauge theory called the Uni�ed Electroweak Theory�

but this symmetry is broken by the vacuum of the scalar Higgs potential� As a result�

the symmetry is broken down to a U���EM gauge symmetry whose theory describes

electromagnetism� This theory is called Quantum Electrodynamics �QED�� and its

mediating gauge boson is called the photon �
�� The remaining gauge bosons corre�





Field SU��c SU���L U���Y U���EM

QL �

�
uL

dL

�
r� g� b �

�
��

�

�
��

�

��
�

�
uR r� g� b � ��

� ��
�

dR r� g� b � ��
� ��

�

LL �

�
�L

eL

�
� �

�
��

�

�
�

��

�
eR � � �� ��

Table �� The charges of the �rst generation of fermion under the Standard Model
gauge interactions

sponding to the broken symmetries of the SU���L � U���Y symmetry �W� and Z��

become massive� and couple to the left�handed fermion �elds as well as to themselves�

The physical gauge bosons� and their masses and couplings� are shown in Table �

The fermionic content of the Standard Model is divided into three generations

whose respective members are identical to each other in all ways other than their

mass� Each generation consists of a pair of quarks and a pair of leptons� the di�erence

between the pairs being in their color�charge� Quark �elds reside in the fundamental

representation of SU��c� and the leptons are singlets under SU��c� The left�handed

components of each pair are grouped into SU���L� or weak isospin� doublets� The

right�handed components of each pair are singlets under SU���L� The charges of the

�rst generation �elds are shown in Table �� and the �elds of the three generations are

depicted in Table � If neutrino mass requires the addition of right�handed neutrino

�elds into the Standard Model� these �elds would be singlets under all of the gauge

groups�

The Higgs sector of the Standard Model describes two complex� spin�� �elds

grouped into an SU���L doublet with hypercharge Y � ��
� � The upper component of

the doublet ���� has an electric charge of Q � ��� and the lower component ���� is

electrically neutral� When the electrically neutral component obtains a vacuum ex�

pectation value of h��i � vp
�
� ��� GeV� the SU���L �U���Y electroweak symmetry

breaks down to U���EM � After symmetry breaking� the Higgs doublet contains only

one remaining physical �eld� called the Higgs boson �h��

The Higgs boson is also believed to give the Standard Model fermions their masses�

In the absence of a Higgs doublet� it is impossible to introduce mass terms into the

Standard Model Lagrangian without violating SU���L � U���Y gauge invariance or

�



First Generation Second Generation Third Generation

Quarks
up �u�

down �d�

charm �c�

strange �s�

top �t�

bottom �b�

Leptons
electron neutrino ��e�

electron �e�

muon neutrino ����

muon ���

tau neutrino ��� �

tau ��

Table �� The three generations of the Standard Model

introducing a whole host of additional particles to the Standard Model spectrum�� A

single Higgs doublet is su	cient� however� as the SU���L Higgs doublet can couple

left�handed fermion doublets to right�handed fermion singlets without violating gauge

invariance� After the Higgs obtains a vacuum�expectation value �VEV�� Dirac mass

terms are realized in the Lagrangian�� The mass of the fermions are determined by

the VEV of the Higgs and the strength of the fermion�Higgs couplings �or Yukawa

couplings��

Without any symmetries to prevent it� mixing can occur among the quark gen�

erations in the Standard Model� E�ectively� this means that the mass eigenstates of

the quarks need not be identical to the weak eigenstates �or the states to which the

W� and Z� couple�� This leads to the introduction of the  � � unitary Cabibbo�

Kobayashi�Maskawa �CKM� matrix describing the amount of mixing between the gen�

erations� By convention� mixing is limited to the down�type quarks� which exhausts

the degrees of freedom allowed in mixing� According to experimental observation�

the CKM matrix is nearly the identity� meaning that mixing between generations

is minimal� Speci�c observations suggest that mixing between the �rst and second

generation is larger than mixing between the second and third� and both of these are

larger than mixing between the �rst and the third generations� For similar reasons�

if right�handed neutrino �elds are added to the Standard Model� mixing between the

neutrinos can occur as well� The corresponding mixing matrix for the neutrino sector

is called the Maki�Nakagawa�Sakata �MNS� mixing matrix�

One of the biggest limitations of the Standard Model is its large number of free

parameters� suggesting to many theorists that the Standard Model is an e�ective

�Theories of technicolor are an alternate method of allowing for mass terms in the Lagrangian�

In these theories� the Higgs is a composite object � a techni�fermion condensate � but it would still

looks like a fundamental Higgs doublet at low energies�
�If right�handed neutrino �elds are added to the Standard Model� both Dirac and right�handed

Majorana mass terms for the neutrinos can also be introduced� Without right�handed neutrino

�elds� only left�handed Majorana mass terms may be introduced with a mass�dimension � term�
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�eld theory of some larger theory yet unknown� In its current form� the Standard

Model contains �� free parameters
  gauge couplings� � quark masses�  lepton

masses �excluding the neutrinos�� � parameters in the Higgs potential �� and �� for

example��  CKM mixing angles� and � CP �violating phase� With the discovery of

neutrino mass� at least � more parameters must be added
  neutrino masses�  MNS

mixing angles� and at least � CP �violating phase�� Measuring these parameters of

the Standard Model is crucial for determining the limitations of the Model and what

new physics to expect�

There are many proposed extensions to the Standard Model that are taken seri�

ously by a large number of physicists� One such extension is to include supersymme�

try� a theory that has relevance to the material contained in Appendix A� However�

as the Standard Model has enjoyed so much success� the following chapters focus our

attention on aspects of the Standard Model that have not yet been veri�ed� rather

than addressing issues pertaining to extensions to it� Hence� it will be within the

framework spelled out in this brief introduction that the remaining discussion takes

place�

�Three CP �violated phases must be added if the neutrinos are Majorana�
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Chapter �

Higgs production in association with

single top at hadron colliders

The discovery of the Higgs boson as the culprit for Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

�EWSB� is one of the most challenging goals of present and future high�energy exper�

iments� Within the Standard Model �SM�� the mass of the physical Higgs particle is

basically unconstrained with an upper bound of mh �� ���� ��� GeV ���� However�

present data from precision measurements of electroweak quantities favor a moderate

mass ��� GeV � mh
�� ������ GeV� ���� In addition� the minimal supersymmetric

version of the SM �MSSM�� which is one of its most popular extensions� predicts a

Higgs boson with an upper mass bound of about �� GeV �� �� ��� Thus the sce�

nario with an intermediate�mass Higgs boson ��� GeV � mh
�� �� GeV� is both

theoretically plausible and well supported by the data�

Detailed studies performed for both the Tevatron and the LHC �see� for example�

Refs� ��� and ���� respectively� have shown that there is no single production mech�

anism or decay channel which dominates the phenomenology over the intermediate�

mass range for the Higgs� Associated production of Wh or Zh ��� and t�th ��� ����

with the subsequent decay h � 

 ���� ��� �� and h � b�b ���� ��� ��� ��� ���� are

presently considered the most promising reactions to discover an intermediate�mass

Higgs at both the Tevatron and the LHC� In this case one of the top quarks or the

weak boson present in the �nal state can decay leptonically� providing an e	cient

trigger� The major di	culties in extracting a reliable signal from either of these two

channels are the combination of a small signal and the need for an accurate control of

all the background sources� In this respect� it would be useful to have other processes

that could raise the sensitivity in this range of masses�
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In this paper we revisit the production of a Higgs boson in association with a single

top quark �th production� at hadron colliders ���� ��� ��� ���� � This process can be

viewed as a natural extension of the single�top production processes ��� ��� ��� ���

��� ���� where a Higgs boson is radiated o� the top or o� the W that mediates the

bottom�to�top transition� As in the usual single�top production� the three processes of

interest are characterized by the virtuality of theW boson in the process
 �i� t�channel

�Fig� ����� where the spacelike W strikes a b quark in the proton sea� promoting it

to a top quark� �ii� s�channel �Fig� ����� where the W is timelike� �iii� W �associated

�Fig� ���� where there is emission of a real W boson�

There are two reasons a priori that make the above processes worthy of attention�

The �rst one is that� based on simple considerations� one would expect Higgs plus

single�top production to be relevant at the Tevatron and at the LHC� While top

quarks will be mostly produced in pairs via the strong interaction� the cross section

for single top� which is a weak process� turns out to be rather large� about one third of

the cross section for top pair production ���� ��� If a similar ratio between ��th� and

��t�th� is assumed� it is natural to ask whether th production could be used together

with Wh� Zh and t�th as a means to discover an intermediate�mass Higgs at the LHC�

With this aim� the t�channel process has been previously considered when the Higgs

decays into a pair of photons� with the result that too few events of this type would be

produced even at high�luminosity runs at the LHC ���� ��� ���� Since the dominant

decay mode of the Higgs in this mass region is into b�b pairs� this suggests searching

for it using one or more b�tags� in a similar way as the t�th analysis is conducted� This

possibility is pursued in the present paper�

The second reason for considering Higgs plus single�top production is that it gives

a rather unique possibility for studying the relative sign between the coupling of the

Higgs to fermions and to vector bosons ���� ��� Measurements of Wh and t�th pro�

duction rates test respectively the Higgs coupling to the W and the Yukawa coupling

to the top� but they cannot give any information on the relative sign between the

two� In the th case� the t�channel and the W �associated �s�channel� cross sections

depend strongly on the destructive �constructive� interference between the contribu�

tions from the Higgs radiated o� the top and o� the W boson� A measurement of the

total rate for production of Higgs plus single top would therefore provide additional

information on the EWSB sector of the SM�

As will be shown in detail in the following� at the Tevatron the cross section for

producing a Higgs in association with single top is of the order of ��� fb and therefore

�We always understand th to include both top and anti�top production�
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out of the reach of Run II � �� �� fb���� On the other hand� with a cross section of

the order of ��� fb� several thousands of events will be produced at the LHC with

� fb��� Whether this will be enough to obtain a visible signal is the subject of the

present investigation� As we will see� the number of signal events left after branching

ratios� cuts� and e	ciencies are taken into account is not large� and there are several

backgrounds� both irreducible and reducible� to consider�

This paper is organized as follows� In Section ��� we present the leading�order

results for Higgs plus single�top production at both the Tevatron and the LHC� for

the three channels mentioned above� The cross sections for the s�channel and W �

associated processes� as well as for the t�channel process at the Tevatron� have not

been presented before� we con�rm the t�channel cross section at the LHC calculated

in Refs� ���� ��� ���� We investigate in some detail the interference in the various

channels� Section ��� contains a study of signal and background for the t�channel

production at the LHC� with both three and four b�tags� Results on the t�channel

production at the LHC in the MSSM are discussed in Section ��� We present our

conclusions in the last section�

��� Cross sections

There are three channels for the production of Higgs plus single top at hadron collid�

ers


t�channel qb� q�th �Fig� ����

s�channel q�q� � �bth �Fig� ����

W �associated gb�W�th �Fig� ���

In each case� the Higgs boson may be radiated o� the top quark or o� the W bo�

son� Fig� ��� shows the total cross section for each channel at the Tevatron and at the

LHC� These have been calculated using tree�level matrix elements generated by MAD�

GRAPH ��� �and checked against those obtained by COMPHEP ��� convoluted

with the parton distribution function set CTEQ�L ���� with the renormalization�

and factorization scales set equal to the Higgs mass��

At the Tevatron� the s�channel process is enhanced by the p�p initial state and the

relatively�low machine energy� and its contribution is of the same order of magnitude

�The renormalization scale is relevant only for the W �associated process�
�In the t�channel process� the factorization scale of the light�quark distribution function should

actually be the virtuality of the W boson ����� However� it happens that this makes little di	erence

numerically�
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Figure ��� Cross sections for production of Higgs plus single top at the Tevatron
�p�p�

p
s � � TeV� and at the LHC �pp�

p
s � �� TeV�� Cross sections for the t�

channel� s�channel and W �associated processes are shown� For comparison the cross
section for t�th is also shown� The set of parton distribution functions is CTEQ�L�
and the renormalization and factorization scales are set equal to the Higgs mass�

as that of the t�channel process� In contrast� the t�channel process dominates at the

LHC� For the sake of comparison� we have included in Fig� ��� the rates for production

of a Higgs in association with a t�t pair�

For intermediate�mass Higgs bosons� ��th� is much smaller than ��t�th�� their ratio

being � ���� at the LHC and � ���� at the Tevatron� This is surprising since the

analogous ratio between single�top and t�t production is � ��� at both the LHC and

the Tevatron�	

�As mentioned in the Introduction� the theoretical prediction for the ratio �
t���
t�t� at the

Tevatron and the LHC is � ��� when calculated at next�to�leading order in the strong coupling ����

���� However� since our results for associated production of Higgs plus single top are only at tree�
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Table ���� Comparison of the ratios ��th����t� and ��t�th����t�t�� for a Higgs of
mass mh � ��� GeV� at the LHC and at the Tevatron� The set of parton distribution
functions is CTEQ�L� and the renormalization and factorization scales are set equal to
the top�quark mass in the t and t�t production and to the Higgs mass in the associated
processes� All results are leading order� In the second and fourth line� �t�Higgs only�
means that only the contribution where the Higgs couples to the top ��rst diagram
in Figs� ��� and ���� is included in the calculation of ��th��

��th����t� � ��� ��t�th����t�t� � ���

t�ch s�ch gg q�q

�� ���� ��� ��
LHC

t�Higgs only ��� ����

���� ���� ���� ���
Tevatron

t�Higgs only ���� ����

It is instructive to pin down the reason for this strong suppression� With this aim

we compare in Table ��� the ratio of the cross sections for single top with and without

a Higgs produced� ��t� and ��th�� to the ratio of the cross sections for production

of a t�t pair with and without a Higgs produced� ��t�t� and ��t�th�� We explicitly

single out the contributions from di�erent channels� since their relative importance

changes with the collision energy and initial�state particles� Looking at the leading

contributions at the LHC �t�channel for single top and gg � t�t� in the �rst line� we

�nd a suppression factor between the two processes of about ������ � ��� This is

due to the destructive interference between the two diagrams in Fig� ��� ���� ���
 In

Fig� ��� we have plotted the relative contributions to the t�channel cross section from

each of the two diagrams in Fig� ���� as a function of the Higgs mass� at the Tevatron

and at the LHC� At the LHC� for a Higgs mass of ��� GeV� the cross section due

to each diagram alone is � �� times larger than the complete cross section� while�

for larger Higgs masses� the W �Higgs contribution becomes dominant�� To further

level� we compare quantities evaluated at the lowest order�
�The separation of the amplitude into contributions coming from the Higgs coupling to the top

quark and to the W is gauge invariant� In the unitary gauge this corresponds to considering the two

diagrams in Fig� � independently�
�This diagram contains a term proportional to the Higgs mass itself� as can be seen by calculating

the contribution coming from the exchange of a longitudinal W in the t�channel� It is exactly this

��



Figure ���� Interference in the t�channel process at the Tevatron and at the LHC�
The contributions from the t�Higgs coupling only and the W �Higgs coupling only�
normalized to the total cross section at any given Higgs mass� are shown�

support this argument� we have included the contributions to ��th� coming from only

the �rst diagram in Fig� ��� in the second and fourth lines of Table ���� Comparing

again the ratio ��th����t� in the t�channel with the gg contribution to ��t�th����t�t�

at the LHC� we �nd that they are the same ���� � ������ Hence the suppression factor

of about �� found before is accounted for by the destructive interference� The same

argument applies at the Tevatron ����� � ���� � ���� � ������ where the destructive

interference is somewhat stronger than at the LHC ���������� � ����� �Fig� �����

As can be seen from Fig� ���� the reduction of the cross section due to this inter�

ference e�ect strongly depends on the mass of the Higgs� In this respect the large

suppression found for Higgs masses less than ��� GeV can be regarded as a numer�

term that dominates the amplitude at large Higgs masses�

�



ical accident� On the other hand� the fact that the interference is destructive is a

consequence of unitarity ����� The simplest way to show this it to recall that at high

energies one can describe the t�channel process in the so�called e�ective�W approxi�

mation ��� ��� where the initial light quark emits a W which may be treated as if

it is on shell� In so doing the diagram can be factorized into a distribution function

of the W in the initial quark times a � � � subprocess Wb � ht� One can show

that at high energies E� with s � �t � �u � E� 	 m�
h�m

�
W �m�

t � each of the two

sub�diagrams in Fig� ��� behaves like

At�W
t�ch � g�

mtE

m�
W

� �����

for an external longitudinal W � where the superscripts t and W indicate from which

particle the Higgs is radiated� For a �� � process unitarity demands that the total

amplitude approaches at most a constant and therefore the terms in Eq� ����� would

violate unitarity at a scale ! � m�
W�mtg

�� However� the unitarity�violating terms

in the two amplitudes have opposite signs and cancel when the two diagrams are

added� We conclude that although the amount of the suppression depends on the

parameters describing the process �such as the top mass� the Higgs mass� and the

center�of�mass energy�� the sign of the interference term is a fundamental property

of the Higgs sector of the standard model� Moreover� we expect that in extensions of

the standard model where unitarity is respected up to arbitrarily high scales� similar

cancellations take place� As an example� we have considered the t�channel production

in a generic two�Higgs�doublet model ��HDM� and explicitly veri�ed that the terms

that grow with energy cancel� The details are presented in Appendix A�

There is a similar explanation of the cancellation between diagrams in the W �

associated production� At high energies the two gauge�invariant classes of amplitudes�

At and AW � behave like

At�W
W�assoc� � gs g

� mt

m�
W

�����

for an external longitudinalW � Since for a ��  process unitarity demands that the

total amplitude decreases as ��E� a violation would occur at the scale m�
W�mtg

�gs�

We explicitly veri�ed that the terms in Eq� ����� cancel when the amplitudes are

added together� In the s�channel process� where the interference is constructive�

the W always has a large timelike virtuality and the diagrams do not contain any

divergent behavior with energy� The interference in the s�channel and W �associated

processes is demonstrated in Fig� ����

��



Figure ��	� Interference in the s�channel �top� and in the W �associated channel
�bottom� at the LHC� The contributions from the t�Higgs coupling only or W �Higgs
coupling only� normalized to the total cross section at any given Higgs mass� are
shown�

��� t�channel production at the LHC

In this section we discuss whether a signal for Higgs plus single top can be disentangled

from the backgrounds� As we have seen in the previous section� the cross section at

the Tevatron is far too small to be relevant and therefore we do not investigate it any

further� Here we focus on production at the LHC and in particular on the t�channel

process which is the dominant contribution� All signal and background cross sections

are calculated using MADGRAPH ����

Since the total cross section turns out to be small� detecting any rare decay of the

Higgs� such as h � 

 �whose branching ratio is O�������� as suggested in earlier

studies ���� ��� ���� is certainly not feasible� It remains to be seen whether the

��



Figure ���� th cross section times the branching ratio of h� b�b and h�W�W� at
the Tevatron and at the LHC� The set of parton distribution functions is CTEQ�L�
and the renormalization and factorization scales are set equal to the Higgs mass�

dominant decay modes of a light Higgs o�er any viable signature� In Fig� ��� we

show the total cross section times the branching ratio for h � b�b and h � W�W�

�calculated using HDECAY ���� at the Tevatron and at the LHC� The decay into

b�b pairs decreases very quickly and becomes negligible around Higgs masses of ���

GeV� exactly where the decay into W�W� reaches its maximum� Since the most

challenging mass region for the Higgs discovery at the LHC is for mh �� �� GeV� we

focus our attention on the Higgs decay into b�b and �x the Higgs mass to a nominal

value of ��� GeV�

We start by presenting the salient kinematic characteristics of the signal� where

the Higgs is required to decay to b�b and the top to decay semileptonically �t� b����

to provide a hard lepton trigger and to avoid QCD backgrounds �Fig� ����� We
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Figure ���� Example of a Feynman diagram contributing to the signal with three
b�tags� The �nal�state particles are explicitly shown�

Table ���� Cuts applied to the t�channel signal at the LHC �low luminosity�� with
three and four b�tags� for mh � ��� GeV� The values of the cross sections after
the cuts are applied are shown in the last two columns� Branching ratios Br�h �
b�b� � ��� as well as Br�W � ��� � ��� are included� Detector e	ciencies are not
included�

cut pTb � pT��� � pTj � j�b��j � j�jj � "Rij � ��b �	b

value �� GeV �� GeV � GeV ��� � ��� ��� fb ��� fb

treat the top decay exactly� including spin and width e�ects� As in the previous

section� we have chosen the CTEQ�L set of parton distribution functions and �xed

the factorization scale equal to mh�

In Fig� ��� we show the rapidity distributions of the �nal�state particles in the

signal events� Both the b�s from the Higgs decay and the b and the lepton from

the top decay are produced centrally while the light quark emitting the virtual W

favors large rapidities� peaking at around  units� The presence of a forward jet is

related to the behavior of the cross section as a function of the virtuality of the W �

boson exchanged in the t�channel� d��dq� � ���q� �M�
W ��� The region �q� 
 M�

W

dominates� in analogy to single�top production ��� ��� ���� Since we also assume that

the charge of the b�jet is not measured� the signature for this processes is


b� � fwd jet � �� � �pT � ����

In order to estimate the number of events in the detector� we have chosen the ac�

ceptances as shown in Table ���� corresponding to low�luminosity running �L �

��



Figure ��
� Rapidity distributions for the �nal�state particles �the lepton and the b
from the top quark� the b�s from the Higgs� and the jet� in the t�channel at the LHC�

�����cm��s�� With � fb�� we expect around ��� events� When the b�tagging ef�

�ciency ��b � ���� and lepton e	ciency ��� � ���� are included the number of

expected events goes down to ��� Although the �nal tally is low� this is more than

half of the number of events expected for the t�th process after branching ratios and

reconstruction e	ciencies are taken into account ���� However� the impact of the

backgrounds is more severe for Higgs plus single top� as we discuss in the following�

The largest sources of irreducible background are from single�top production in

association with a b�b coming either from the resonant production of a Z boson �tZ�

or from a higher�order QCD process� such as the emission of a gluon subsequently

splitting into a b�b pair �tb�b�� Although the �nal�state particles in the above processes

are exactly the same as in the signal� the typical invariant mass mb�b of the b�s in the

�nal state is quite di�erent�

Let us study the idealized case where the t is reconstructed with ���� e	ciency�

such that we know which b comes from top decay� For tZ the distribution in mb�b is

peaked around the Z mass� while for tb�b it is largest at small invariant mass� We

require that the invariant mass of the b�b pair lies in a window mh� ��� where � � ��

GeV is the expected experimental resolution ���� Assuming a Gaussian distribution�

we estimate that ��� of the events coming from tZ fall in this range �for mh � ���

GeV�� decreasing quickly for larger Higgs masses� The cross sections for the signal and

these two irreducible backgrounds are given in Table �� with the cut on the invariant

�The e�ciencies are taken from Ref� ����

��



Table ���� Cross sections �fb� for the signal and some of the most important back�
grounds for Higgs plus single�top production in the t�channel at the LHC �low lumi�
nosity�� with three b�tags� for mh � ��� GeV� Branching ratios into �nal states are
included� as well as the b�tagging e	ciency �b � ��� and the lepton�tagging e	ciency
�� � ���� The backgrounds include both the irreducible ones �tZ and tb�b� and the
reducible ones �tt and ttj�� In the reducible backgrounds� a c quark from the decay
of a W is mistagged as a b quark �the mistag probability� �c � ���� is included��
�Detector cuts� correspond to the choice of cuts in Table ���� In the second line�
assuming the top is correctly reconstructed� the invariant mass of the other two b�s
is required to be in a window of mh � �� GeV ���� of the signal and ��� of the
tZ background is assumed to fall in this range�� In the third line� a forward jet tag
is added� In the fourth line a minimum invariant mass of ��� GeV for the Higgs
candidate and the forward jet is required� The last line gives the expected number of
events with � fb�� of integrated luminosity at the LHC�

b�tag �low luminosity�

Signal tZ tb�b tt ttj

Detector cuts ���� ��� ��� ��� ���

jmb�b �mhj � �� GeV ���� ��� ���� ��� �

j�jj � �� pTj � �� GeV ��� ���� ���� � ���

mb�bj � ��� GeV ��� ��� ���� � ���

Events with � fb�� �� �� � � ���

mass of the b�b applied �second row�� We see that the backgrounds are comparable to

the signal after this cut�

An important reducible background comes from the production of a t�t pair �with

t�t � �W� � �����W� � �cs�b�b�� as shown in Fig� ����a �fourth column of Ta�

ble ����� This process contributes to the background when the c quark coming from

the hadronic decay of one of the W �s is misidenti�ed as a b quark and the s quark

is the forward jet� A mistag probability �c � ��� is included in the cross sections

quoted in Table ���� Even in the idealized case where one top quark is reconstructed

�Other sources of reducible background come from the production of a W in association with

four jets of which three are 
or are misidenti�ed as� b quarks�
�The mistag probability quoted in Ref� ��� is �c � ��� but no speci�c e	ort was made to minimize
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Figure ����� Reducible backgrounds in the b�tag analysis coming from the produc�
tion of a t�t pair and jets� The c quark coming from the decay of a W is misidenti�ed
as a b quark� In t�t production �a� the s quark is the forward jet while in t�tj production
�b� the s�quark jet is missed�

with ���� e	ciency� the number of background events is very large� This background

is drastically reduced by requiring the presence of the forward jet �third row of Ta�

ble ���� but it is still large compared with the signal� To reduce this background

further one can exploit the fact that the forward jet and the bc that fake the Higgs

signal all come from top decay� so their invariant mass is nominally ��� GeV� We

therefore require that the invariant mass of the forward jet and the b�b pair exceed ���

GeV �fourth column of Table ���� This essentially eliminates the t�t background���

while maintaining most of the signal�

There is a related background� t�tj �shown in Fig� ����b�� of which one cannot so

easily dispose ��fth column of Table ���� In this case the amplitude is dominated by

the exchange of a gluon in the t�channel and the jet is naturally produced forward�

while both top quarks remain central� If the s�quark jet is missed� the distributions

of the remaining particles �the b�s� the mistagged c quark� and the lepton� are very

similar to the ones in Fig� ���� After all cuts are applied� the number of background

events is large compared with the signal� We conclude that at the LHC the measure�

ment of Higgs plus single top with three b�tags is hampered by the overwhelming t�tj

background�

Another possibility for reducing the background is to consider four b�tags �see

Fig� ������ Since the b distribution in the proton sea arises from the splitting of virtual

gluons into collinear b�b pairs� the additional b tends to reside at small pT � However�

some fraction of the time this additional b will be at high pT and be detected� Studies

performed on single�top production have shown that pTmin � �� GeV needed at the

LHC to detect a jet is enough for the perturbative calculation to be reliable ����� The

it� We assume that it can be reduced to �� while maintaining high b�tagging e�ciency�
�	In actuality some of the background will pass the cut due to jet resolution�
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Table ��� Cross sections �fb� for the signal and some of the most important back�
grounds for Higgs plus single�top production in the t�channel at the LHC �low lumi�
nosity�� with four b�tags� for mh � ��� GeV� Branching ratios into �nal states are
included� as well as the b�tagging e	ciency �b � ��� and the lepton�tagging e	ciency
�� � ���� The backgrounds include both the irreducible ones �tZ�b� and tb�b�b�� and
the reducible ones �ttbb� ttbb �mistag�� t�tj�� In ttbb �mistag� and t�tj� a c quark from
the decay of a W is mistagged as a b quark �the mistag probability� �c � ���� is in�
cluded�� in t�tj� an s quark from the decay of aW is mistagged �the mistag probability�
�s � ��� is included�� �Detector cuts� correspond to the choice of cuts in Table ����
In the second line� assuming the top is correctly reconstructed� the invariant mass of
at least one pair of the other three b�s is required to be in a window of mh � �� GeV
���� of the signal and ��� of the tZ background is assumed to fall in this range��
In the third line� a forward jet tag is added� In the fourth line a minimum invariant
mass of �� GeV for all b�b pairs �not including the b that reconstructs the top quark� is
required� The last line gives the expected number of events with � fb�� of integrated
luminosity at the LHC�

�b�tag �low luminosity�

Signal tZ�b� tb�b�b� ttbb t�tb�b �mistag� ttj

Detector cuts ���� ���� ��� ��� �� ���

jmb�b �mhj � �� GeV ���� ���� ���� ��� �� ��

j�jj � � ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���

min mb�b � �� GeV ��� ����� ���� ���� ����� �

Events with � fb�� �� ��� ��� ��� �� �

�b�tag case can be analyzed along the same lines as above� When detector acceptance

is taken into account� the cross section is around one half of the b�tag one �last

column in Table ����� Both irreducible and reducible backgrounds are present� The

irreducible backgrounds are analogous to tZ and tb�b discussed in the b�tag case�

where an additional b present in the �nal state �arising� as in the signal� from an

initial gluon splitting into b�b� is also detected� We again assume that the top quark

is reconstructed with ���� e	ciency� leaving three pairs of b�s in the �nal state that

could have come from Higgs decay� We give in Table ��� the cross sections with

detector cuts and with the requirement that the invariant mass of at least one b�b pair
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Figure ����� Example of a Feynman diagram contributing to the signal in the �b�tag
analysis�
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Figure ����� Reducible background in the �b�tag analysis coming from the produc�
tion of t�tb�b� One of the quarks coming from the W is missed while the other provides
the forward tag�

lies in a windowmh��� GeV� A forward jet cut is added in the third row of Table ����

and a requirement that the minimum invariant mass of all b�b pairs �excluding the b

from top decay� exceed �� GeV in the fourth row� This last cut reduces the tb�b�b�

background� because the b�b pair� which comes from gluon�splitting� tends to reside

at low invariant mass� After all cuts� the irreducible backgrounds are comparable to

the signal�

There are several reducible backgrounds to consider� all with top pairs in the

�nal state� We give in the fourth column of Table �� the cross section for t�tb�b�

This process contributes through the decay t�tb�b�W�W�b�bb�b� where one W decays

hadronically to two jets� one of which is identi�ed as the forward jet while the second

is missed �Fig� ������ The forward jet cut and the minimum b�b mass cut reduce this
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Table ���� Cross sections �fb� for the signal and some of the most important back�
grounds for Higgs plus single�top production in the t�channel at the LHC �high lu�
minosity�� with four b�tags� for mh � ��� GeV� Branching ratios into �nal states are
included� as well as the b�tagging e	ciency �b � ��� and the lepton�tagging e	ciency
�� � ���� The backgrounds include both the irreducible ones �tZ�b� and tb�b�b�� and
the reducible ones �ttbb� ttbb �mistag�� t�tj�� In ttbb �mistag� and t�tj� a c quark from
the decay of a W is mistagged as a b quark �the mistag probability� �c � ���� is
included�� in t�tj� an s quark from the decay of a W is mistagged �the mistag prob�
ability� �s � ��� is included�� �Detector cuts� correspond to the choice of cuts in
Table ���� apart from the minimum pTb which is now raised to � GeV� In the second
line� assuming the top is correctly reconstructed� the invariant mass of at least one
pair of the other three b�s is required to be in a window of mh � �� GeV ���� of
the signal and ��� of the tZ background is assumed to fall in this range�� In the
third line� a forward jet tag is added� In the fourth line a minimum invariant mass
of �� GeV for all b�b pairs �not including the b that reconstructs the top�quark� is re�
quired� The last line gives the expected number of events with �� fb�� of integrated
luminosity at the LHC�

�b�tag �high luminosity�

Signal tZ�b� tb�b�b� ttbb t�tb�b �mistag� ttj

Detector cuts ����� ����� ��� ��� ��� �

jmb�b �mhj � �� GeV ����� ���� ����� ��� ��� ���

j�jj � � ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����

min mb�b � �� GeV ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �

Events with �� fb�� ��� ��� ��� �� �� �

background to the same level as the signal� A related background� given in the �fth

column of Table ���� occurs when the hadronically�decaying W yields a �mistagged�

charm quark� Of the remaining quarks �one s and three b�s�� either the s or one

of the b�s provides the forward jet� and one is missed� The cuts similarly reduce

this background to the same level as the signal� There is also a background from

t�tj� where the hadronically�decaying W yields a c and s quark� both of which are

mistagged ��s � ���� This background is the largest of all� but it is removed by the

requirement on the minimum b�b invariant� since the �mistagged� cs pair comes from

�



W decay���

Although each background in the �b�tag analysis is comparable to the signal� there

are only a few signal events with � fb��� Therefore� there is little hope of observing

a signal in this channel� unless signi�cantly more than � fb�� can be delivered while

maintaining the same detector performance� At high luminosity �L � ���	�cm��s�� it

is anticipated that the minimum pT for jets must be raised to � GeV� In Table ���

we study the signal and backgrounds in this scenario �the b�tagging e	ciency is also

lowered to ����� After all cuts� the t�tb�b backgrounds are now each twice as large as

the signal� because these backgrounds involve missing a jet� which is more likely with

the increased jet pT threshold� The number of signal events in �� fb�� is about ���

with about �� background events� Signi�cantly more integrated luminosity would be

needed to see a signal in this channel�

��� Production of a supersymmetric Higgs boson

It is interesting to ask whether there could be an enhancement in the signal when

the production of non�minimal Higgs bosons is considered� With this aim we have

investigated the production of a light CP�even �h� and a CP�odd �A� Higgs in the

MSSM�

The Higgs sector of the MSSM is the same as the Two Higgs Doublet Model

��HDM� presented in Appendix A except that it depends �at tree�level� on only two

free parameters� which can be chosen to be mA and tan�� The tree�level relations

between the Higgs masses are modi�ed by radiative corrections that involve the super�

symmetric particle spectrum� mainly of the top sector �� �� ��� Since the analytical

form of the corrections is quite involved �see Ref� ���� we used HDECAY ��� to

evaluate the Higgs�boson masses and the mixing parameter 	� given mA� tan� and

information on the stop�quark mixings and masses�

For large mA� the masses of the heavy Higgs particles approximately coincide�

mA � mH � mH� � while the CP�even Higgs remains light� This is the so�called

decoupling limit where the standard model couplings and particle content are recov�

ered� In the case of large tan� and small mA one �nds that mh � mA and the Higgs

couplings to the vector bosons and to the fermions are di�erent from those predicted

by the standard model� In particular� there is a strong enhancement of the bottom�

quark coupling to both the h and the A� which can give rise to interesting signatures

at the colliders ��� ��� ��� ���� We focus our attention in this area of the parameter

��In actuality� some of this background will remain due to jet resolution�

��



Figure ����� Cross sections for production of CP�even Higgs h and CP�odd Higgs
A in association with single top as a function of mA and tan� �MSUSY � � TeV� � �
���� GeV and maximal stop�squark mixing is assumed�� Only t�channel production
is included� The cross section for a standard�model Higgs with mhSM � mA is given
as a reference �dashes�� The set of parton distribution functions is CTEQ�L and the
factorization scale is set equal to the Higgs mass�

space� which is not excluded by the measurements from LEP ���� choosing mA � ���

GeV and �� � tan� � ���

In Fig� ��� we show the cross section for production of the CP�even Higgs h

and CP�odd Higgs A in association with single top as a function of mA and tan��

These are calculated using tree�level matrix elements generated by MADGRAPH ���

�and checked against those obtained by COMPHEP ��� convoluted with the parton

distribution function set CTEQ�L ���� and with the renormalization and factorization

scales set equal to the Higgs mass� We assume a simpli�ed scenario where the third

��



generation diagonal soft�supersymmetry�breaking squark masses are degenerate� with

common value MSUSY � � TeV� and the mixing between the top�squarks is maximal�

Xt � At � � cot � �
p
�MSUSY� with � � ���� GeV �for an extensive discussion on

the other possible choices see Ref� ��� and references therein��

As shown in Fig� ���� for tan� �� � the cross sections are indeed enhanced with

respect to that for a standard�model Higgs� However� the increase is never very large�

This is basically due to two reasons� First� from the arguments presented in Section �

and Appendix A� unitarity imposes large cancellations among the various diagrams�

even in the MSSM Higgs sector� In this respect� the production of the CP�odd state

A is particularly instructive� Due to its CP quantum numbers� this state cannot

couple to two W �s and therefore the contribution from the second diagram in Fig� ���

vanishes� One might guess that the destructive interference with the diagrams where

A couples to the quarks cannot take place anymore and the signal could be much

larger� In fact� the complete calculation shows that the diagram where the A couples

to the W and a charged Higgs H� �see the second diagram in Fig� A��� provides

the terms which cancel the large �and unitarity�violating� contributions coming from

the other diagrams �Appendix A�� Second� the e�ects due to the choice of a large

value of tan � work in opposite directions for the bottom and the top quark� leading

to an enhancement of the coupling of the Higgs to bottom but to a suppression for

the top quark� As a result the rates for the h and the A are comparable to that of

a standard�model Higgs with a similar mass for mb tan� � mt� For instance� taking

mh � mA � ��� GeV and tan� � ��� we have ��th� � ��tA� � ��� fb� which is ���

times the cross section expected in the standard model� Considering the production

of the two Higgs bosons together��� it would be possible to achieve a signi�cance

S�
p
B � � in the �b�tag analyses �see Tables ��� and �����

��� Conclusions

In this paper we revisited the production of the Higgs boson in association with

single top at hadron colliders� We provided the full set of cross sections at both the

Tevatron and the LHC for the three production processes �t�channel� s�channel and

W �associated� and we investigated in some detail why they are smaller than what

one would expect comparing with t�th production� For the t�channel� which gives the

most important contribution at the LHC� this is due to large cancellations taking

��There is no interference between the two processes due to the di	erent CP properties of the

Higgs bosons�

��



place between di�erent diagrams� We have shown that the above peculiarity is not

accidental but is a consequence of the renormalizability of theory� and we gave a

detailed proof in the general framework of a two�Higgs�doublet model�

Focusing on the t�channel process� we discussed the possibility of detecting the

production of Higgs plus single top at the LHC� concentrating on the decay of the

Higgs into b�b� We considered events where three and four b quarks are tagged� In the

case of three b�tags� there is an overwhelming background from t�tj� In the case of four

b�tags there is no single overwhelming background� but rather several backgrounds

that are comparable to the signal� Given our present expectations for detector ca�

pabilities and luminosity at the LHC� it seems unlikely that one can extract a signal

from the backgrounds�

There are several things that could improve this prognosis� Several of the back�

grounds involve a mistagged c quark� and if the mistag rate can be reduced signi��

cantly below ���� these backgrounds would be less severe� One might also be able to

�nd a more e	cient set of cuts to reduce the backgrounds� Since the signal involves

the t�channel exchange of a W boson� one might be able to use a rapidity gap to

distinguish the signal from the reducible backgrounds �the irreducible backgrounds

also involve t�channel W exchange� however� ����

Finally we have also presented the results for the t�channel production of the CP�

even state h and the CP�odd state A of the MSSM at the LHC� For mA � ��� GeV

and large tan� there is a moderate enhancement of the production rate compared to

that of a standard�model Higgs which may be enough to disentangle the signal from

the QCD backgrounds�

��



Chapter �

The top�quark dead cone

For decades now� the theory of Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD� has found success

in predicting and explaining a large number of phenomena� including a self�consistent

explanation for the hadron spectrum� While it is not as well established as Quantum

Electrodynamics �QED�� the continuing success of QCD has �rmly cemented the

theory in the hearts and minds of the physics community� While the two theories are

formally similar� the di�erences are striking and sometimes challenging to overcome

when attempts to thoroughly measure the characteristics of QCD are made� Factors

that arise from non�perturbative physics� such as con�nement� have lead to a few

noticeable gaps in our list of con�rmed properties common to gauge theories such as

QED and QCD� Once such missing con�rmation is the direct measurment of the dead

cone�

The dead cone ���� is a conical region centered around an accelerating� charged�

massive particle�s direction of motion� inside of which is found a reduction in the

amount of soft� radiation emitted� For light� e�ectively massless� particles the width

of this cone can be immeasurably small� not observing the conical suppression� we

instead see the commonly mentioned collinear singularity for radiation from a light

particle� The dead cone e�ect is simply a result of boosting the familiar antennae �or

dipole� radiation pattern described by classical electrodynamics to the lab frame in

which the light particle is highly relativistic�

While the dead cone is a common characteristic of all gauge theories� it has not

been measured for gluon radiation because of hadronization� At high energies in par�

ticle accelerators� the color�charged partons involved in the radiation process quickly

fragment� into color�singlet states measured as hadrons like pions and kaons� The

�The dead cone does not exist for hard radiation�
�Hadronization occurs at a time scale th � 
h

�QCD
� ���� s� where �h is Planck�s constant h

divided by �� and �QCD � ��� MeV is the characteristic energy scale associated with QCD� below
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resulting collection of hadrons have a net momentum equal to the momentum of the

originating parton� but individually each hadron will have a component of its momen�

tum transverse to the parton�s momentum on the order of !QCD� At high energies�

well above !QCD� this collection of fragmented hadrons will manifest themselves as a

conically�shaped jet� Since we can only measure the singlet states in our detectors�

rather than their constituents� we are forced to infer the presence of the parton by

reconstructing its momentum from the jet momentum� To accomplish this� we must

be able to clearly de�ne the jet� which in turn means the originating parton must have

su	cient transverse momentum� to result in a relatively narrow� conical jet within

the detector� In addition to this� neighboring jets must be separated enough so that

they can be distinguished from one another�

These two conditions� that the originating parton have large transverse momen�

tum and that neighboring jets be well separated� make measuring the dead cone

intrinsically di	cult for QCD radiation processes� Only a dead cone with a width

larger than the required minimum jet separation can be potentially observed� By

further demanding the radiated gluon have su	cient transverse momentum to form

an isolated jet� we are diminishing the total amount of soft�radiation events� of which

we will need many in order to assemble a radiation distribution� Such a possibility

could exist for gluon radiation from top quarks since the large mass of the top quark

may suppress the large boosting e�ects which create a narrow dead cone� It also may

be possible that� in current or future experiments� there will exist a large enough

number of recognizable top�quark events that demanding a soft� but measurable�

gluon be emitted will leave plenty of events with which we can assemble a radiation

distribution�

We must �rst have a good handle on the theoretical issues involved in gluon radia�

tion� As we will see� the dead cone is only observable under certain constraints� Some

of these constraints are easily assumed� Some constraints� however� make observing

the dead cone more challenging�

We shall thoroughly address the theory of gluon radiation in the �rst section�

�eshing out some of its more subtle characteristics� getting to the heart of the dead

cone itself� As a laboratory for developing the theory and our intuition� we will discuss

a simple gluon radiation process from massive quarks� such as e� e� � Q �Qg� As a

consequence of this discussion� it will become apparent that the total amplitude for

practically any soft gluon radiation process from massive quarks can be constructed

which the theory becomes non�perturbative�
�Momentum transverse to the beam line in the accelerator�
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with minimal e�ort due to the universal form taken by all soft�radiation amplitudes�

Some attention will� therefore� be given to developing a simple procedure for practical

construction of many soft amplitudes that one might wish to consider� including the

process of top�quark production with soft gluon radiation at the Tevatron�

The following section will apply the procedure and theory developed in the prior

section to calculate� with as little e�ort as possible� the di�erential cross section for the

dominant process in top production at the Tevatron� We will �rst consider radiation

in the production of real and stable top quarks� or the process q �q � t �t g� Then� we

will discuss the slightly di�erent properties of radiation when considering unstable

top production and subsequent top�quark decay� or namely the process q �q � t �t g �
W�W� b�b g�

In the �nal section� we will �nally return to the issue of the dead cone itself�

Armed with the theory laid out in the previous sections� we will be able to discuss

the opportunities that exist for observing the dead cone in the processes that were

addressed in the previous section�

��� Soft gluon radiation

In this section� we will consider a simple� demonstrative process in which a real gluon

is radiated in association with massive quark production� e� e� � Q �Qg� We will be

able to use this very simple radiation process to extract all of the relevant theoretical

information required to understand the dead cone� as well as build a great deal of

intuition that extends from classical electrodynamics� We will also develop a simple

procedure for constructing the soft total amplitude for many radiation processes�

We will discuss the general procedure as well as limitations of the procedure and

under what speci�c conditions it can be used� That will require an understanding of

many of the properties of the radiation itself� including infrared divergences� collinear

divergences� color structure� and angular dependence� We will address each of these

issues as we come to them in the discussion�

����� The total amplitude

Let us begin by considering the total amplitude for this simple radiation process�

e� e� � Q �Qg� The gluon can be radiated from either of the two heavy quarks�

and both possibilities must be considered lest we violate gauge invariance� We will

consider� at this stage� all external particles to be real and stable� The Feynman

diagrams contributing to this process are shown in Fig� ����
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Figure ���� Feynman diagrams contributing to the process e� e� � Q �Qg at tree
level
 �a� radiation o� of the massive quark� �b� radiation o� of the massive anti�
quark�

Now� consider the �rst diagram shown in Fig� ���� depicting gluon radiation o� of

the massive quark� The contribution to the total amplitude from this diagram is

MQ �
gs e

�Q

s
��A�ij ��v�p�� 
� u�p��� �

��ui�p	� ��A��k�
� �p	� �k �mQ

�p	 � k�� �m�
Q

�

� vj�p��� � �����

where the SU�N� color indices i and j have been explicitly shown so the color matrix

��A�ij can be factored out� and Q is the quark electric charge� The contribution

from the other diagram is similar� but for the immediate discussion it is su	cient to

concentrate on this diagram alone�

We can now begin the process of simplifying this diagram amplitude into a more

universal form from which we will be able to deduce the general procedure for con�

structing radiation processes� To begin� let us focus our attention on the heavy quark

propagator� First� the denominator can be simpli�ed using the fact that the external

quark and gluon are on shell� Hence� p�	 � m�
Q and k� � �� which allows us to simplify

the denominator of the propagator to

�p	 � k�� �m�
Q � p�	 � k� � �p� � k �m�

Q

� � p	 � k � �����

Second� we can simplify the numerator using the anti�commutation relation for

the 
�matrices �f�pA� �pBg � � pA � pB� and the Dirac equation ��u�p��p � m �u�p�� such

that
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�ui�p	� ��A��k� ��p	� �k �mQ� � �ui�p	� ��A��k� ��p	 �mQ� � �ui�p	� ��A��k� �k
� �ui�p	� ���p	 �mQ� ��A��k� � � p	 � �A��k� �ui�p	�

� �ui�p	� ��A��k� �k
� � p	 � �A��k� �ui�p	� � �ui�p	� ��A��k� �k � ����

We may now write the diagram amplitude as

MQ � �MQ�soft � �MQ�hard � �����

where we have de�ned the hard and soft amplitudes as

�MQ�soft �
gs e

�Q

s
��A�ij

�
p	 � �A��k�
p	 � k

�
�

��v�p�� 
� u�p��� ��ui�p	� 

� vj�p��� � �����

and

�MQ�hard �
gs e

�Q

s
��A�ij ��v�p�� 
� u�p��� ��ui�p	�

���A��k� �k 
�
� p	 � k

�
vj�p��� ������

We will discuss why these are called the hard and soft amplitudes in a moment�

Applying the same analysis to the amplitude contributed from the second diagram

in Fig� ���� we �nd the total amplitude to be

M �Msoft �Mhard � �����

where the soft total amplitude and the hard total amplitude are de�ned as

Msoft �
gs e

�Q

s
��A�ij

�
p	 � �A��k�
p	 � k � p� � �A��k�

p� � k
�
�

��v�p�� 
� u�p��� ��ui�p	� 

� vj�p��� � �����

and

Mhard �
gs e

�Q

s
��A�ij ��v�p�� 
� u�p��� �

��ui�p	�

���A��k� �k 
�
� p	 � k � 
� �k ��A��k�

� p� � k
�
vj�p��� � �����

����� The soft approximation

At this point in the discussion� we may begin to understand some of the characteristic

properties of gluon radiation� We will �nd that a great many of these properties

�



naturally extend from classical electrodynamics� Let us� then� compare and contrast

the hard and soft pieces of the total amplitude�

The soft amplitude contains an infrared divergence coming from the gluon momen�

tum k in the denominator� The hard amplitude does not have this divergence since

the gluon momentum appears both in the denominator and the numerator� Instead�

while the soft amplitude increases with decreasing gluon energy� the hard amplitude

increases with decreasing quark energy�

Second� both amplitudes contain an apparent collinear divergence� manifested in

the product pi � k found in their denominators� This divergence is �regulated� by the

mass of the quark� however� This can be seen more easily by writing the momenta

in a speci�c reference frame and explicitly taking the product� To do this� write the

momenta as

pi � �Ei� j�pij sin � cos�� j�pij sin � sin�� j�pij cos �� �
k � ��� �� �� �� �

such that

pi � k � � Ei ��� �i cos �� � ������

where �i �
j�pij
Ei

is the relativistic velocity of the quark� and � is the angle between the

quark and gluon momenta� In this form� one can easily see that for massive quarks�

this term is never zero as � can never be one� The closest this term can get to zero is

when � � �� or when the gluon and quark are exactly collinear� Hence� we say that

the collinear divergence has been regulated by the quark mass�

Next� the angular dependence found in the numerator of soft amplitude� This

can be written explicitly in the reference frame chosen above� where the real gluon

polarization vectors �for a gluon of �xed color� can be written as

���k� �
�p
�
��� ���i� �� � ������

such that the product pi � ���k� found in the numerator of the soft amplitude can be

written as

pi � ���k� �
�p
�
j�pij e�i� sin � � ������

While the azimuthal angle � only contributes to an overall phase in the soft amplitude�

the quark�gluon angular separation � forces a suppression of radiation in the collinear

direction� This is in contrast with the e�ect of the collinear divergence� Due to the

regulation of the collinear divergence� however� this suppression wins out when the

two e�ects are combined� This conical region of suppression in collinear radiation�





found only in the soft amplitude� is the �dead cone� ���� that we are hoping to observe

in QCD�

Last� the soft amplitude has factorized into two pieces
 one factor describing

the physics of the radiated gluon
�
pi��A��k
pi�k � pj ��A��k

pj �k
�
� and one factor describing the

quantum amplitude for the process had no gluon been radiated �namely� e� e� �
Q �Q�� The zero�radiation �or Born� amplitude � the amplitude of this process had no

gluon been radiated � is

M� � �e
�Q

s
�ij ��v�p�� 
� u�p��� ��ui�p	� 


� vj�p���

� ��ij M j
i � �����

where we have de�ned the zero�radiation matrix M j
i in such a way that we can write

the soft amplitude for this diagram as

Msoft � gs ��
A�ij

�
p	 � �A��k�
p	 � k � p� � �A��k�

p� � k
�
M j

i � ������

In this form� the similarities between the soft and zero radiation amplitudes are

evident� By factoring the amplitude� we can disentangle the properties of the gluon

radiation from the remaining quantum amplitude� This is the fundamental property

we will exploit in our procedure for constructing the total radiation amplitude� First�

we must attempt to �nd a condition in which we can neglect the non�factorized �hard�

amplitude�

We can immediately see that for processes where the quark masses are large�

the soft amplitude will almost always dominate due to its characteristic infrared

singularity� The large mass � and therefore� the energy � of the quark will force the

hard amplitude to smaller values� while the energy of soft gluons will both enhance

the soft amplitude and suppress the hard amplitude� This statement will be true for

light quarks� as well� so long as the quarks are su	ciently energetic�

Therefore� to quantify this condition for soft dominance� we need simply compare

the numerators of the hard and soft amplitudes� since the denominators of both are

identical� Namely� the terms arising from the simpli�ed expression in Eq� ����� tell

us that in order to neglect the contribution from the hard amplitude� it must be true

that

� jpi � �A��k�j 	 j ��A��k� �kj � ������

As we have shown above� the left�hand term in this condition can be written in a

particular reference frame �for a particular gluon color� as

� jpi � ���k�j �
p
� j�pij je�i�j j sin �j

�
p
� j�pij sin � � ������

�



where we have assumed that the angular separation � between the quark and gluon

is de�ned over the range ��� ��� When summed over possible gluon polarizations� this

term becomes

�
p
� j�pij sin � � ������

The right�hand side of the above condition can be computed explicitly in this same

reference frame� When summed over gluon polarizations �for a particular color gluon��

one �nds that

X
j �k ����k�j �

�BBBB	
� � � �

�
p
� � � � �

� � � �
p
� �

� � � �


CCCCA � ������

which means that the condition for dominance of the soft amplitude can be expressed

as

j�pij sin � 	 � � ������

When this condition is true� the hard amplitude can be neglected�

In a great majority of literature discussing this procedure� the subtleties evident

in Eq� ������ are overlooked� Perhaps the most striking aspect of this condition is

that the soft limit depends on the quark�gluon angular separation� Namely� even if

the gluon energy is signi�cantly smaller than the momentum of the quark� the soft

approximation is not exact for collinear radiation� This is simply a manifestation of

the dead cone behavior discussed above� however� which tells us that the dominant

contribution to the amplitude comes from non�collinear �or near collinear� radiation�

In other words� hard radiation can be emitted collinear� even from massive quarks�

Another scarcely commented property of this condition is that� for non�collinear

radiation� the energy scale to which the gluon energy is to be compared is not the

mass of the quark� or even the center�of�mass energy of the process� but the quark

momentum� Hence� even for massive quarks� if the momentum is too small �as one

would expect to be true for quarks produced near threshold� the soft approximation

is not accurate�

With these cautionary remarks in mind� we can turn our attention back to the

amplitude for the process e� e� � Q �Qg� In order to factorize the amplitude� or

neglect the hard amplitude� we will �rst demand that the massive quarks be produced

su	ciently above threshold� This will allow us to assume that the gluon energy will

be signi�cantly lower than the quark momenta in some non�negligible fraction of the

total events� As described above� these events provide the largest contribution to the

�



total amplitude� In this fashion� therefore� the soft amplitude provides a reasonable

approximation to the exact amplitude�

As described above� the soft total amplitude for the process e� e� � Q �Qg can

be written as

Msoft � gs ��
A�ij

�
p	 � �A��k�
p	 � k � p� � �A��k�

p� � k
�
M j

i � ������

where we have taken advantage of the factorized form and written the amplitude in

terms of the zero�radiation matrix� In this form� we can see the general properties

of the soft amplitude� There are three universal elements that deserve attention


the color factor ��A�ij which describes the color structure of the process� the angular

factor containing the momentum products describing the angular dependence of the

radiation�

gs

�
p	 � �A��k�
p	 � k � p� � �A��k�

p� � k
�

� ������

and the zero�radiation matrix M j
i describing the physics of the Born process�

����� The soft di�erential cross section

It is not di	cult to square the soft amplitude� sum over colors and spins� and compute

the di�erential cross section for this process� Squaring the zero�radiation matrix and

summing over spins gives X
M j

i �M
j�

i� �
y �

X
jM j� �i�i �jj� � ������

The angular factor� when squared and summed over spins� produces

X����p	 � �A��k�p	 � k � p� � �A��k�
p� � k

����� �
X�

p	 � �A��k�
p	 � k � p� � �A��k�

p� � k
�

�
�
p	 � �A���k�
p	 � k � p� � �A���k�

p� � k

�y

�

�
� p	 � p�

�p	 � k� �p� � k� �
p	 � p	
�p	 � k�� �

p� � p�
�p� � k��

�
�AA

�

�
�
� �c��� �c���� �c�� �AA

�

� �����

where we have de�ned the Eikonal factors bij in a common way ����

bij � pi � pj
�pi � k� �pj � k� � ������
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This means that when squaring and summing over colors� the squared color factor

yields

��A�ij

�
��A

�

�i
�

j�

�y
�i

�

i �
j
j� �

AA� � ��A�ij ��
A�ji

� N� � �

� �N CF � ������

where N is the number of colors in the SU�N� gauge theory� CF � N���
�N � and we

have chosen the normalization of the color matrices �A such that Tr��A�B� � �AB�

We can easy write down the squared and summed Born amplitude in terms of the

square of the zero�radiation matrixX
jM�j� �

X
N jM j� � ������

This means we can write down the soft total amplitude� squared and summed over

spins and colors� as X
jMsoftj� � �� 	s �bij Cij�

X
jM�j� � ������

where we have de�ned the �� � matrix Cij as

Cij �

�BBBB	
� � � �

� � � �

� � CF �CF

� � �CF CF


CCCCA � ������

where i� j � �� �� � � corresponding to the particle labels in the Feynman diagrams

shown in Fig� ���� Now� we can write down the di�erential cross section for the soft

radiation process d�soft in terms of the di�erential cross section for the Born process

d��

d�soft � �� 	s �bij Cij�
d�k

�������
d��

�
	s
���

� �bij Cij� d� d# d�� � ������

or� as it is more commonly written

�

d��

d�soft
d� d#

�
	s
���

� �bij Cij� � �����

This form for the di�erential cross section of a soft�radiation process is universal� and

it is only the matrix Cij that varies from process to process�
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Figure ���� Color �ow diagrams for the process e� e� � Q �Qg
 �a� radiation o� of
the quark and anti�quark� �b� zero�radiation� or Born� color �ow�

����� Color structure

When I refer to the color structure of a QCD process� I refer to the �ow of �color�

charge�� For example� recall that the zero�radiation matrix M j
i for the above process

receives its color indices from the color indices on the Dirac spinors
 �ui�p	� and v
j�p���

These indices are contracted with the color factors appearing in the amplitude� like

��A�ij in the case of the soft amplitude and �ij in the case of the Born� These color

factors derive from the color matrices coming from the vertices in each of the Feynman

diagrams� In the language of color structure� the contraction of these indices tells us

what particles are color connected to one another� and to which Born color �ow the

radiated gluon is color connected� The Kronecker ��function indicates that two quarks

are directly color connected to each other� indicating that color�charge �ows directly

from one quark to the next� The color matrix �A indicates which two quarks are color

connected to the radiated gluon� and that color �ows from one quark to the gluon�

then from the gluon to the other quark�

This allows us to a diagrammatically represent the color structure of a process�

We can represent this color �ow diagrammatically using single lines� or strings� for

each color index ����� Since the quarks are in the triplet �fundamental� representation

of the SU��c group� we say that the quark �anti�quark� carries a single color �anti�

color�� indicative of the single color index on the Dirac spinors� On the other hand�

the gluon is in an octet �adjoint� representation of the SU��c group and can be

interpreted as carrying a color and an anti�color� indicative of the two color indices

on the color matrix� ��A�ij� for example� So in the color structure of the process�

the gluons are represented by two color lines� �owing in opposite directions and the
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Figure ���� Color �ow diagrams associated with the gluon propagator�
�il�

k
j � �

N �
i
j�

k
l

�
� containing leading order and �

N �suppressed terms�

quarks are represented by single color lines�

To demonstrate these principles� the color �ow diagrams for this process are shown

in Fig� ���� The �rst diagram� Fig� ���a� depicts the �ow of color through the

gluon radiation process� The last diagram� Fig� ���b� depicts the �ow of color in the

Born process� Notice that while it was necessary for gauge invariance to include two

Feynman diagrams� it is only necessary to include one color �ow diagram� Another

way of saying this is that both Feynman diagrams contribute to the same color �ow�

and that each color �ow represents a gauge invariant quantity�

Constructing the relevant color �ow diagrams for the radiation process� then� can

be done without prior computation of the total radiation amplitude� One must �rst

consider the Born process� and then attach the radiated gluon to any one of the lines of

color in the Born color �ow� This procedure is trivial for this example� as there exists

only one line of color in the Born color �ow �Fig� ���b�� For more complex processes�

there may exist multiple lines of color and even multiple color �ows contributing to

the Born amplitude� For these processes� there will be one color �ow diagram for

each line of color in the Born color �ows to which a gluon can be attached�

Internal gluons in processes present us with an interesting complication that de�

serves some attention� The color factors for an internal gluon involve the contraction

of two color matrices ��A�ij� having the form

��A�ij��
A�kl �

�
�il�

k
j �

�

N
�ij�

k
l

�
� �����

where N is the number of colors in the SU�N� gauge theory� and we have chosen a

normalization for the �A color matrices such that tr��A�B� � �AB� The ��functions

describe the direct �ow of color through the internal gluon� but the two terms describe

di�erent color �ows� The color �ows described by this factor are shown in Fig� ���

Hence� there will be two color �ows for each internal gluon in a process� One may

take the large N limit� and neglect the second term all together� Throughout this

chapter� we will keep all terms to all orders in the �
N expansion�

There is a simple explanation for why two such terms must arise from internal

gluons� Since the gluon resides in the adjoint representation of the SU�N� gauge

theory� there should only exist N� � � gluon colors� However� the depiction of the

�



gluon as two lines of color naturally suggests N� gluon colors� or that the gluon should

naturally reside in the adjoint representation of U�N�� The second term in the color

factor associated with the gluon propagator removes the contribution coming from

the unphysical U��� �or photon�like� gluon contained in the U�N� representation�

The form of the soft total amplitude for a gluon radiation process can be simply

written after considering the relevant Born color �ows� Since a gluon can be radiated

from any line of color in the Born color �ows� one term for each unique color �ow

will appear in the soft total amplitude� �Some of these terms will be suppressed

by factors of �
N

due to internal gluons in the process�� Each term in the soft total

amplitude will consist of a color factor describing the color structure of that term� an

angular factor describing the distribution of radiation from that color structure� and

the zero�radiation matrix common to all terms in the soft total amplitude�

����� Angular distribution

The angular distribution of the gluon radiation is determined by the remaining factors

in the amplitude� other than the color factor and the zero�radiation matrix� For all

soft radiation processes� the angular distribution factor looks like

gs

�
p� � �A��k�
p� � k � p� � �A��k�

p� � k
�
� gs�F� � F�� � �����

where the two particles referred to by the indices � and � are directly color connected

in the Born color �ow� such that color �ows from particle � to particle �� When

squared and summed over spins� such a distribution factor gives rise to the Eikonal

factors present in the cross section
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��g	
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�AB

�
�
��c���� �c���� �c���� �AB � ����

Such a term in the cross section is indicative of the distribution of classical electro�

magnetic radiation from an accelerated charge ����� which� in turn� resembles the

distribution resulting from a classical� electric dipole antenna�

��



To understand this analogy� consider the time averaged power radiated per unit

solid angle from a non�relativistic� oscillating� electric dipole antenna ���


dP

d#
 j�pj� sin�� � �����

where �p is the dipole moment of the oscillator� and � is the angle between the direction

of the dipole moment and the direction of propagation of the radiation �n �
�k
�
� This

angular distribution is common to any accelerated charge� It is found that the clas�

sical electromagnetic radiation from a non�relativistic� charged particle undergoing a

general acceleration is ���� ��

dP

d#
 j $��j� sin�� � �����

where � is measured between the direction of the particle�s acceleration
$�� and the

direction of propagation of the radiation �n� The common element in these two angular

distributions is that most of the radiation is emitted perpendicular to the direction of

the particle�s acceleration ��p in the dipole antenna case� and
$�� in the case of general

acceleration�� and zero radiation is emitted parallel to the particle�s acceleration�

When we consider radiation from relativistic particles� the radiation appears to be

tipped forward into around the direction of the particle�s motion� Let�s consider a

simple example�

Consider a charged particle that is initially at rest but is accelerated suddenly

to a �nal velocity � in a short � essentially zero � time interval ����� In this case�

the acceleration and velocity of the particle are parallel� and the angle � is the angle

between the direction of propagation of the radiation �n and the particle�s velocity ���

If the �nal velocity is non�relativistic �� � �� then the distribution of radiation from

this charged particle will obey the equations shown above� exhibiting the typical sin��

antenna pattern� If the �nal velocity is relativistic� then the distribution of radiation

will be boosted forward in the direction of the particle�s motion� but we still �nd that

zero radiation is emitted at angle � � � �the direction collinear to the particle�� There

exists a small cone of diminished radiation in the direction of the particle�s motion�

This is called the �dead cone� �����	

Let�s examine the form of these Eikonal factors more carefully to show how they

exhibit this behavior� Consider two color�connected� radiating particles � and � with

�Though the soft amplitude predicts zero radiation in the direction collinear to the particle� this is

only an approximation� Hard radiation can be emitted collinear to the particle� though the emission

of hard radiation is signi�cantly less likely than soft� By neglecting the recoil of the emitting particle

in the classical analysis� we are e	ectively taking the soft limit�

��



general ��momenta

p� � E���� ���� �

p� � E���� ���� �

k � ���� �n� �

The Eikonal factors bij explicitly depend upon the energy of the radiation �� So� we

can eliminate this dependence by simply multiplying the Eikonal factors by ��� The

resulting quantity is called the radiation function Wij� and for these two radiating

particles � and �� the radiation function W�� � ��c�� can be written as

W�� � �� p� � p�
�p� � k��p� � k�

� �� E�E���� ��� � ����
��E�E���� �n � ������� �n � ����

�
�� ���� cos ���

��� �� cos ������ �� cos ���
�

where in the last step we have assumed that the angle between the particle momenta

�p� and �p� is ���� the angle between �n and �p� is ��� and the angle between �n and �p�

is ��� In the �equal��� frame �where both particles are back�to�back with equal and

opposite velocities
 � � �� � ��� � � �� � ����� and ��� � ��� the radiation function

simpli�es to

W�� �
� � ��

��� � cos ���� � � cos ��
� �����

This angular distribution agrees with what we see in experiment only for soft radiation

that is non�collinear to the particle� It is easy to see from the sin� ��antenna formula

above that the radiation directed at � � � and � � � �collinear with the radiating

particles� should go to zero� For this reason� calling a single Eikonal factor an antenna

is a misnomer � despite the fact that this is commonly done� A single Eikonal factor

does not exhibit a true dipole�like angular distribution� or antenna pattern�

The complete angular distribution is given by the sum of three Eikonal factors�

�W�� �W�� �W�� � �����

Individually� these terms look like

W�� �
m�

�
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���� ��cos����

�
�
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�

��� ��cos����

�
�� ���

��� ��cos����
�
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Figure ��� Angular distribution of radiation as given by the sum ��W���W���W����
in the �equal��� frame for various velocities�

and similarly

W�� �
�� ���

��� ��cos����
�

These two terms cancel the radiation that is collinear to the radiating particles�

leaving the empty �dead cone� of radiation that we expect� Now� by choosing to

look at the angular distribution in the �equal��� frame� we can simplify this sum of

Eikonal factors to

��W�� �W�� �W��� �
���sin��

��� �cos����� � �cos���
� �����

We have plotted this sum in Fig� ��� to explicitly show the �dead cone� behavior �the

region of diminished radiation around � � � and � � �� of the angular distribution of

radiation� It is only in the massless limit that there exists a true collinear singularity�

In the relativistic limit� this antenna pattern formula �Equation ���� can be written

as

��W�� �W�� �W��� �
��� sin� ���

�

���� � �� sin� ���
���

� �����

where �� �
m
E � �

� �
p
�� �� � � is the angular size of the dead cone �����

We can interpret the denominator of Eq� ����� as the relativistic boosting of the

radiation into forward cones in the directions of each particle� It is now easy to see

from the equation that in the non�relativistic limit� this distribution reduces to the

�



typical sin� � form common to antenna patterns� It is only in the ultra�relativistic

limit �massless limit� that the single Eikonal factor� c��� gives the correct antenna

pattern since in this limit the terms W�� and W�� become zero�

One last note should be made about the distribution of radiation before continuing�

It may seem surprising that such an analysis is still applicable to gluon radiation since

we know that the strong force is con�ning� In fact� since isolated quarks cannot be

observed in nature� we may be led to believe that the process of hadronization and

the non�perturbative physics involved interferes with the gluon radiation� However�

this is not observed in experiment� This surprising �nd is called local parton�hadron

duality� which says that the distribution of hadron jets in the detector tends to follow

the distribution of the partons �quarks and gluons� ����� This allows us to discuss

gluon radiation with the same language as electromagnetic radiation presented in this

section�

����� A procedure for constructing the soft amplitude

Now that we have a good understanding of the principles involved in general gluon

radiation� we can begin to assemble a procedure for constructing the soft amplitude

with minimal e�ort� One may even be able to guess the procedure now that we have

spelled out the basic principles� as it is not di	cult to observe�

The procedure for constructing soft amplitudes is as follows


�� Compute the Born amplitude for the process� Usually� this is considerably less

involved than computing the entire radiation amplitude� The Born amplitude

will include color factors describing the Born color �ows� and the remainder will

be de�ned as the zero�radiation matrix� M �

�� Identify the color�connected pairs in the Born color �ows� Each line of color

in the Born color �ows will identify color�connected pairs of particles� If color

�ows directly from one particle to another in the Born color �ows� a gluon

may be radiated from that color�connected pair� Therefore� for each line color�

connected pair in the Born color �ows� there will be a term contributed to the

soft amplitude�

� For each color�connected pair of particles in the Born color �ows� determine the

appropriate color factor� The color factor for each term can be generated very

easily once the color factors for the Born amplitude are known� As discussed�

each color factor in the Born describes a separate color �ow� When one chooses

��



a color line in a Born color �ow from which to radiate a gluon� one simply takes

the corresponding Born color factor and replaces the Kronecker � corresponding

to the chosen line of color with a color matrix �A� This will give the color factor

for the term generated in the soft radiation amplitude�

�� For each color�connected pair� determine the angular factor �Eq� ����� for that

pair� The angular factor can be generated with ease� as well� Just as one

would trace backward along a fermion line to determine the correct order of

the spinors and 
�matrices in an amplitude using Feynman rules� one traces

backward along the line of color in the Born color �ow to determine the order

of the two momentum�product terms in the angular factor�

�� For each color�connected pair in the Born color �ows� assemble the correspond�

ing term in the soft�radiation amplitude� Each of these terms will contain the

zero�radiation matrix� the corresponding color factor describing the color struc�

ture of the process with a gluon attached to that particular pair� and the angular

factor of the two color�connected particles�

�� Sum all of the generated terms to assemble the complete soft amplitude�

��� Di�erential cross sections for soft gluon radia�

tion in top production

Let us� then� apply the previously determined procedure to computing the soft ampli�

tude for the radiation in association with the dominant mechanism for top production

at the Tevatron
 q �q � t �t� We will handle this in two parts� First� we will compute

the soft amplitude with stable top production �q �q � t �t g�� and then we will dis�

cuss the complications introduced when we allow the top quarks to decay via their

dominant decay mode� t�W� b�

����� Stable top production

Consider the process q �q � t �t g� mediated by a virtual gluon� producing a real and

stable top quark� a real and stable top anti�quark� and a real and soft gluon� The

radiation from this process is called production radiation�

As mentioned in the previous section� rather than compute each Feynman diagram

for the radiation process� we will just need to compute the single Feynman diagram

corresponding to the Born amplitude� This diagram is shown in Fig� ����
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Figure ���� Feynman diagrams contributing to the top production process q �q � t �t
at tree level� This is the Feynman diagram for the Born amplitude�

Using Feynman rules� one can compute the Born amplitude to be
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k
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�
M jl

ik � ������

where we have appropriately de�ned the zero�radiation matrix according to our pre�

viously de�ned rules� and we have exploited the rule found in Eq� ������

By direct observation of the color factors in the Born amplitude� one deduces the

Born color �ows� which are shown in Fig� ���� From these color �ows� we observe

that there are four possible color�connected pairs to which a gluon can be attached


qt� �q�t� q�q� and t�t� with the latter two pairs being suppressed by a factor of �� �
N � due

to the internal gluon in the process� The color factors corresponding to these pairs

are ��A�il �
k
j � �

i
l ��

A�kj � � �
N ��A�ij �

k
l � and � �

N �ij ��
A�kl � respectively� We have assumed

the gluon polarization vector has the color index A�

We can write down the soft total amplitude as
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Figure ��	� Color �ows contributing to the top production process q �q � t �t at tree
level� These are the Born color �ows�

If one computes the Feynman diagrams for the entire radiation process� one will �nd

the same amplitude in the soft approximation�


At this point� it is not di	cult � albeit a little tedious � to square the soft am�

plitude and sum over spins and colors� The square of the Born amplitude will be

proportional to the square of the zero radiation matrix�
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Using this and similar methods� we can �nd the square of the soft amplitude for the

full radiation process in terms of the square of the BornX
jMsoftj� � �� 	s�bij Cij�

X
jM�j� � ������

�For radiation o	 of the initial state� the internal gluon momentum squared is no longer the

center�of�momentum energy squared� s� However� in the soft limit� one �nds the internal gluon

momentum squared reduces to


p� � p� � k�� � 
p� � p��
� � �k � 
p� � p�� � 
p� � p��

� � s � 
�����
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where for this process we �nd the matrix Cij to be

Cij �

�BBBB	
�CF � �

�N CF � �
�N

�
N

� �
�N �CF

�
N CF � �

�N

CF � �
�N

�
N �CF � �

�N
�
N

CF � �
�N � �

�N �CF


CCCCA where i� j � �� �� � � �

������

The diagonal elements in the Cij matrix are present because we have chosen not

to neglect the masses of the quarks �where bii � ��� which is crucial as we wish to

consider a dead cone� Also� note that while there were only four color�connected pairs

apparent from the color �ows� squaring the amplitude and summing over spins and

colors generates cross terms which correspond to non�color�connected pairs� such as

the c� and c�� Eikonal factors� However� all of the non�color�connected pairs will be

at higher orders in �
N
� In the large N limit� one sees that the only remaining pairs

contributing to the cross section are the dominant pairs which were evident in the

Born color �ow�

Now� we can write down the complete soft radiation di�erential cross�section for

this process in terms of the di�erential cross�section for the Born process� d��� as is

commonly done
�

d��

d�soft
d� d#

�
	s
���

� �bij Cij� � ������

Again� this is the same form as that found in the �rst section for the process e� e� �
Q �Qg� The di�erence lies in the form of the matrix Cij which derives its form from

the color factors in the amplitude� Since the radiation can come from any of the four

particles in the process� the �� � matrix is non�zero everywhere��

����� Unstable top production

Soon after production� the top quarks decay almost exclusively through the decay

modes t � W� b and �t � W� �b� Radiation from these subprocesses is called decay

radiation� To determine the subtle interaction between the initial state� production�

and decay radiation we must consider the complete process of top production and

decay
 q �q � t �t�W�W� b�b� Using the technology developed prior to this sections�

I will construct the complete cross section for gluon radiation in this process�

�It may not seem as though this procedure has accounted for radiation o	 of the internal gluon�

However� in the soft approximation� this contribution is negligible because it does not contain an

infrared divergence�
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Figure ���� Feynman diagram contributing to top production and decay� q �q � t �t�
W�W� b�b at tree�level�

As usual� we must �rst analyze the Born process before beginning to understand

the process with radiation� In this case� the Born process is t �t production at the

Tevatron� and this is well understood� The top quarks will decay� almost ���� of the

time� into a b quark and a W boson� The W boson will then decay into quarks two

thirds of the time� and into leptons one third of the time� For reasons of simplicity� let

us consider the W bosons can be perfectly reconstructed from their decay products�

As such� we will not consider their possible decay products in computing the soft

radiation amplitude�

The Feynman diagram contributing to the Born is shown in Fig� ���� The Born

amplitude can be written without computation in the form that we have adopted in

this discussion� separating the Born color factors from the remainder of the amplitude�

In this fashion� the Born amplitude is

M� �

�
�il �

k
j �

�

N
�ij �

k
l

�
M jl

ik � ������

where we have de�ned the zero�radiation matrix M jl
ik in a similar fashion as in the

previous section�

Let us now begin our analysis� Consider the color �ows for the Born process�

which are identical to those for stable t�t production shown in Fig� ���� The color

of the top quarks �ow naturally into the bottom quarks in the �nal state� It is here

that we encounter our �rst dilemma� In the previous section� the particles forming

the dipole pairs were external� but now we have internal quarks from which a gluon

can be radiated� We must �rst understand how to deal with radiation from internal

particles before we can continue constructing the amplitude�

In the stable case� the quark propagators simpli�ed into a form that could be

factorized in the soft approximation� Eq� ����� This simpli�cation was dependent
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on the radiated gluon vertex being sandwiched between an external quark spinor

and the quark propagator� However� with radiation from an internal particle� the

radiated gluon vertex is sandwiched between two quark propagators� However some

simpli�cations can still be made� and a factorized form can still be found under

additional constraints�

In the Born amplitude� the top quarks contribute single propagators to the am�

plitude such as
�p�mt

p� �m�
t � imt%t

� ������

When a gluon with momentum k is radiated from these top quarks� the resulting

factor appearing in the amplitude looks like� �p�mt

p� �m�
t � imt%t

�
��A�

� �p� �k �mt

�p� k�� �m�
t � imt!t

�
� ������

The numerator of this factor can be rewritten as

��p�mt� ��A���p� �k �mt� � ��p�mt� ��A���p�mt�

� ��p�mt� ��A��k
� � p � �A���p�mt� � ��p�mt� ��A��k

� ��A����p�mt���p�mt�

� � p � �A���p�mt� � ��p�mt� ��A��k
� ��A��p� �m�

t � � ������

We can observe that the �rst term in the above relation is proportional to the equiv�

alent factor in the Born� and hence this is the factorisable piece� The second term is

identical to the factor appearing in the hard amplitude which can be neglected in the

soft approximation� The third term� which is also non�factorisable� can be neglected

when the top quark is nearly on mass shell� Based on the same arguments that apply

to the analysis of the soft approximation� we can easily state that the third term can

be neglected when �p� �m�
t � 
 �� after having taken the soft limit�

The denominators of the propagators can also be simpli�ed by taking note of the

relation

�

p� �m�
t � imt%t

�

�p� k�� �m�
t � imt%t

�
�

� p � k
�
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� �
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where we have de�ned the parameter � to be

� �
p� �m�

t � imt%t
�p� k�� �m�

t � imt%t
� ������

The usefulness of this form is that it now resembles the equivalent factor in the Born

amplitude� which is necessary if we are to factorize the amplitude� The drawback is

that this form suggests that the radiation from the top quarks splits its contribution

into two separate terms in the total amplitude� one term proportional to �
� p�k and one

proportional to � �
� p�k � This appears to make the total amplitude more complicated�

and therefore more di	cult to interpret in the language of dipole radiation�

Fortunately� this minor complication is fairly easy to surpass� The two terms

into which this factor splits are indicative of the color�connected pair qt in the stable

amplitude splitting into the two color�connected pairs qt and tb in the unstable am�

plitude� That is� in the process in which the top quarks can decay� the radiated gluon

can now come from the qt or tb color�connected pairs corresponding to the same line

of color in the color �ow� The terms in the soft amplitude corresponding to the new

color�connected pairs tb and �b�t will have an additional factor of �� included�

Therefore� after making the appropriate approximations �the soft and on�mass�

shell approximations�� we can now write down the total amplitude for the unstable

process� We can observe from the Born color �ows that the dominant color�connected

pairs are tb� qt� �t�q� and �b�t� The �
N �suppressed color�connected pairs are q�q� tb� �tt� and

�b�t� The decay�produced pairs tb and �b�t will have additional factors �� and �	 included�

�Notice that the tb and �b�t color�connected pairs appear both in the dominant color �ow

and in the �
N �suppressed color �ow�� Hence� we can write down the total amplitude

as
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It is not di	cult to square this amplitude and write the di�erential cross section

for this process in terms of the di�erential cross section for the Born subprocess� d���

in the same way as before


�

d��

d�soft
d� d#

�
	s
���

� �bij Cij� � ������

Since there are now � particles from which the gluon can be radiate� the matrix Cij

will be a � � � matrix with elements depending on the width of the top quark %t�

or �� and �	 speci�cally� In the on�shell limits discussed above� the width dependent

quantities that appear in the Cij matrix are

j�ij� � � � ������

���i� � m�
t %

�
t

�pi � k�� �m�
t%

�
t

� �i � ������

���i ��j � � m�
t %

�
t ��pi � k��pj � k� �m�

t%
�
t �

��pi � k�� �m�
t%

�
t � ��pj � k�� �m�

t%
�
t �

� �ij � ������

These new quantities �i and �ij obey certain convenient limits� In the zero width

limit �%t � ��� one can see that �i� �ij � �� In the large width limit �%t � ��� we

see that �i� �ij � ��

��



Again� the squaring of the amplitude generates cross�terms that include Eikonal

factors for non�color�connected pairs� In fact� every element in the matrix Cij is non�

zero� Fortunately� using the newly de�ned quantities above� there is a fairly simply

way of extending our previous stable result to allow for top decay�

In the stable di�erential cross section� we had �� contributing Eikonal factors bij
where i� j � q� �q� t� �t� and therefore we could absorb the coe	cients of these Eikonal

factors into the �� elements of the �� � matrix Cij� By making the following Eikonal

factor substitutions into the stable cross section �����bqt � �bqt� ��� ��� � � bqb��� �b�qt � �b�qt� ��� ��� � � b�qb��� �b�tq � �bq�t� ��� �	� � � bq�b��	 �b�q�t � �b�q�t� ��� �	� � � b�q�b��	 �bt�t � �bt�t� ��� �� � �	 � ��	� � �b�tb� ��� � ��	� � �bt�b� ��	 � ��	� � �bb�b���	 �btt � ��btt� ��� ���� ��btb� ��� ��� � �bbb� �b�t�t � ��b�t�t� ��� ���� ��b�t�b� ��� ��� � �b�b�b� � ������

we generate all of the remaining Eikonal factors needed to allow for top quark decay�

�Since the matrix Cij is symmetric� one must make the same substitutions for btq� bt�qbq�t� b�t�q� and b�tt�� Absorbing the coe	cients of the � Eikonal factors into the matrix

Cij� we �nd the correct equation for the soft di�erential cross section including top

decay� Now� however� the matrix Cij is �� � where i� j � q� �q� t� �t� b��b�

The �nal result is consistent with what we might expect� There are complex in�

teractions between color�connected and non�color�connected pairs� but one can check

that this result agrees to our expectations in certain limits� In the stable top limit

�%t � � or �i� �ij � ��� we can see in the above Eikonal substitution equations that

the result simpli�es to the stable top result found earlier� and all the pairs involving

the bottom quarks go to zero� In the large width limit �%t �� or �i� �ij � ��� the

pairs involving the top quarks go to zero and the resultant radiation pattern matches

what we would expect for stable bottom quark production� Finally� if we instead take

the massless and large N limits� we see that the only surviving Eikonal factors are

the bqt� bqb� btb� b�q�t� b�q�b� and b�t�b�
��� The dead cone

At long last� we can turn our attention back to the dead cone� With enough events�

we can assemble a distribution pattern of the radiation in which we hope to see the

�



distinct dead cone behavior� Assuming we can safely demand that the radiated gluon

is soft� as understood in the sense of the previously discussed soft approximation� we

can separate the physics of the Born process from the gluon radiation itself� Therefore�

let us summarize what one would need to accomplish in order to observe the top�quark

dead cone in Run II at the Tevatron�

Current estimates predict a total of roughly ����� top production events over the

course of its accumulation of � fb�� integrated luminosity ����� We must demand

full reconstruction of the t�t event� This means we must fully reconstruct both W

bosons� and we must identify both bottom quarks� Full reconstruction is ambiguous

with dileptonic decay of the top quarks �where both W bosons decay to leptons� due

to the missing energy carried away by the two neutrinos� The lepton�jets channel

�where one W boson decays to leptons and the other to quarks� is the easiest chan�

nel to observe� expecting close to ���� events� Full reconstruction requires correct

identi�cation of all of the jets� which can only be done by �tting the jet momenta to

the most likely combination of �� possibilities� With single �double� b�tagging� the

number of possibilities is reduced to �� ���� making correct identi�cation of all jets

much more likely� However� single �double� b�tagging reduces the total number of

events to about ���� ������ We do not want to place too stringent of demands on

our signal� but the inclusion of an addition jet from a radiated gluon will complicate

the reconstruction process�

Assuming good reconstruction of the W bosons� we will be able to safely assume

that the gluon is not radiated from the hadronic W �decay� This will allow us to limit

our discussion to gluon radiation from top production �and decay�� The radiated

gluon must be energetic enough to be isolated� which means it must have a pT �

�� GeV and separated from neighboring jets by "R � ���� Many events will not

pass these cuts since a signi�cant fraction of the total radiation events will involve

radiation that is collinear to the light� initial�state quarks� These events will never be

observed� Similarly� gluon jets produced collinear to the b quarks� though less likely

because of the mass of the b quark� will be lost in the b�quark jet�

The gluon must also be constrained by the soft limits� That is� the energy of the

gluon must be much lower than the momentum of the top quarks� We can place a

minimum
p
&s cut on the reconstructed t�t�system in order to ensure the top momenta

are large� This will not reduce the width of the dead cone much even if the cuts force

the top momentum to pt � �� GeV� as this will only mean a �t � ��� which is still

su	ciently low to have a roughly sin� �tg distribution of radiation from the top �i�e�� a

very large dead cone�� Due to the parton distribution functions� the majority of the

��



top production events will be produced near threshold� and the distribution functions

fall signi�cantly for higher
p
&s� Demanding that the gluon have pT 
 �� GeV will be

su	cient to make it soft�

In order to observe the top�quark dead cone� we must single out one of the �

dominant antennae found in top production with subsequent decay� Four of these

antennae involve top quarks� so it is su	cient to attempt to choose one of these� such

as the qt antennae� In an ideal search for the dead cone� we could boost the measured

momenta into the equal�� frame of the antenna�s dipole pair on an event�by�event

basis� This cannot be done for the qt and �q�t antennae because the initial state quark

momenta are unknown and the quarks are light� However� it should still be possible

to observe the dead cone in the lab frame�

The b�quark jets must be separated from the reconstructed direction of the tops�

and the reconstructed top momenta must not be very collinear to the beam pipe� If

either of these two conditions are not true� then the radiation collinear to the initial

state and to the b quarks will e�ectively �ll in the top�quark dead cone� The direction

of the b�quark momentum will most likely be near the originating top quark�s direction

due to conservation of momentum and spin� Fortunately� the tops are produced

central to the detector �j�j � ��� which safely reduces the changes of top quarks

collinear to the beam�pipe�

Assuming all of this can be done� the remainder of the problem is to measure the

angle between the reconstructed top momentum and the gluon jet� A drop in number

of events in the direction of the top should be observed� signaling the presence of the

top�quark dead cone� Uncertainties in the measured energies and in the direction of

the reconstructed momenta will lead to smearing of the distribution� which will make

seeing the dead cone more challenging�

��� Conclusions

We have not done a complete analysis of the dead cone signal at the Tevatron� it seems

as though it will be di	cult to get enough events to assemble an accurate distribution

of gluon radiation� We have not done any analysis of the potential backgrounds that

one will be faced with while examining this signal� and we have not done any extensive

analysis on the e�ects of the cuts required to extract the signal� Future work must be

done to thoroughly evaluate the dead cone signal and backgrounds at the Tevatron

before and conclusions as to its observation can be made� We have spelled out many

of the complications that may arise in such an analysis� and we can hope that future

��



work will develop means of overcoming those obstacles�

If the Tevatron does not appear to be a valid environment in which to see the top�

quark dead cone� then it may still be possible to observe it elsewhere� At the CERN

Large Hadron Collider� the dominant t�t signal comes from gg � t�t� which we have not

presented in this chapter� Proposals have been made for a future e�e� collider that

can reach top�quark production energies� genericly called the Next Linear Collider

�NLC�� As shown in the preliminary examples of this chapter� the lepton initial state

leads to very clean �nal states and fewer radiation antennae� one of these antennae

would be a dominant t�t antennae� which ideally could be boosted to the equal�� frame

in which the dead cone is easiest to observe� In future experiments� we can even hope

that improved b�tagging and greater angular coverage of the detector will allow us

more range in searching for this signal�

In the end� we must conclude that more work needs to be done� It may not be

possible to see the dead cone at the Tevatron� but there may be a good chance at

other colliders� The �nal answer is ambiguous until a thorough analysis has been

made�
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Chapter �

Color��ow decomposition of QCD

amplitudes

Amplitudes involving many quarks and gluons are di	cult to calculate� even at tree

level� Over the years� techniques have been developed to calculate these multi�parton

amplitudes e	ciently ����� One aspect of these techniques is the systematic organi�

zation of the SU�N� color algebra� For example� consider the amplitude for n gluons

of colors a�� a�� � � � � an �ai � �� � � � � N� � ��� At tree level� such an amplitude can be

decomposed as ����

M�ng� �
X

P �������n

Tr��a��a� � � ��an� A�� � � � � n� ����

where �a are the fundamental�representation matrices of SU�N�� and the sum is

over all �n � ��� permutations of ��� � � � � n�� Each trace corresponds to a particular

color structure� The coe	cient of each color structure� A� is called a partial ampli�

tude�� It depends on the four�momenta pi and polarization vectors �i of the n gluons�

represented simply by i in the argument of the partial amplitude� These partial am�

plitudes are far simpler to calculate than the full amplitude� M� and they are also

gauge invariant�

Recently� another decomposition of multi�parton amplitudes has been introduced�

based on the adjoint representation of SU�N� rather than the fundamental represen�

tation ���� ���� The n�gluon amplitude in this decomposition may be written as

M�ng� �
X

P �������n��
�F a� F a� � � � F an���a�an A�� � � � � n� ����

where �F a�bc � �ifa b c are the adjoint�representation matrices of SU�N� �fa b c are the

structure constants�� and the sum is over all �n� ��� permutations of ��� � � � � n � ���

�Also referred to as a dual amplitude or a color�ordered amplitude�
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The partial amplitudes that appear in this decomposition are the same as in the other

decomposition��

In this paper� we introduce a third color decomposition of multi�parton ampli�

tudes� This decomposition is based on treating the SU�N� gluon �eld as an N �N

matrix �A��
i
j �i� j � �� � � � � N�� rather than as a one�index �eld Aa

� �a � �� � � � � N�����

The n�gluon amplitude may be decomposed as

M�ng� �
X

P �������n

�i�j� �
i�
j�
� � � �inj� A�� � � � � n� ���

where the sum is over all �n� ��� permutations of ��� � � � � n�� We dub this the color�

�ow decomposition� due to its physical interpretation� The partial amplitudes that

appear in this decomposition are the same as in the other two decompositions� The

proof of this assertion is contained in Appendix B� where a thorough discussion of

the equivalence of these three bases is given�

The color��ow decomposition allows for a more e	cient calculation of multi�parton

amplitudes� For example� we show that the amplitude for �� gluons �gg � �g� may

be calculated about � times faster using the color��ow decomposition than using the

fundamental�representation decomposition� Multi�parton amplitudes are important

for calculating the cross section for multi�jet production �alone or together with weak

vector bosons� at the Fermilab Tevatron� CERN Large Hadron Collider� and future

e�e� linear colliders� These processes are the major backgrounds to many new physics

signals� so an accurate description of these �nal states is essential�

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we derive the

Feynman rules for the construction of the color��ow partial amplitudes� Section ��

is devoted to the n�gluon amplitude� In Section � we consider the amplitude for �

q�q pair and any number of gluons� Section �� deals with the case of � q�q pairs and

any number of gluons� We draw conclusions in Section ���

�There is yet another decomposition of the n�gluon amplitude� also based on the adjoint repre�

sentation �����

M
ng� �


�N

X

P �������n

Tr
F a� F a� � � � F an� A
 � � � � n� �

This was the original color decomposition� it is no longer widely used�
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��� Feynman rules

Consider the Lagrangian of an SU�N� gauge theory�

L �
�

�g�
Tr�F �� F��� � �� �i �D �m�� ����

where

D� � �� � i g A� ����

F�� � �D��D� � � ����

The quark �eld transforms under the fundamental representation of SU�N��

� � U � � ����

The gluon �eld A� transforms under the adjoint representation�

A� � U A� U
y �

i

g
��� U�U y ����

such that the Lagrangian is invariant under local SU�N� transformations� U�x��

It is conventional to decompose the gluon �eld using the fundamental�representation

matrices�

�A��
i
j �

�p
�
Aa
� ��

a�ij ����

and to rewrite the Lagrangian in terms of Aa
� �a � �� � � � � N����� This yields the usual

Feynman rules involving the fundamental�representation matrices �a and the struc�

ture constants fa b c� which arise from the commutation relation ��a� �b� � ifa b c�c�

The decomposition of the n�gluon amplitude in terms of the traces of fundamental�

representation matrices� Eq� ����� is then achieved by inverting the commutation

relation� fa b c � �i�Tr��a�b�c��Tr��a�c�b���

However� it is not necessary to decompose the gluon �eld �A��
i
j in terms of

fundamental�representation matrices� Instead� one can work directly with the N �N

matrix �eld �A��
i
j �

p
��A��

i
j�

	 The Lagrangian is

L � ��

�
�F���ij�F���

j
i � i ��i ��

i
j�� � i

gp
�
�A��

i
j��

j �m ��i �
i �����

where

�F���
i
j � �� �A��

i
j � �� �A��

i
j � i

gp
�
�A��

i
k �A��

k
j � i

gp
�
�A��

i
k �A��

k
j � �����

�Tr
�a �b� � �ab

�The factor
p
� is introduced such that the �eld is canonically normalized�
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Figure ���� Color��ow Feynman rules� The sum in the three�gluon vertex is over
the two non�cyclic permutations of ������� in the four�gluon vertex� the sum is over
the six non�cyclic permutations of ��������� When calculating a partial amplitude
the sum is dropped� as only one term in the sum contributes to a given color �ow�
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j�

Figure ���� The SU�N� gluon propagator may be split into a U�N� gluon propagator
and a U��� gluon propagator� The U�N� gluon interacts as shown in Fig� ��� The
U��� gluon interacts only with quarks�

This yields Feynman rules free of fundamental�representation matrices and structure

constants� These Feynman rules are given in Fig� ���
 This representation of an

SU�N� gauge theory is well known from the �
N expansion ����� However� it is not

commonly used for ordinary calculations in QCD�

In our conventions� upper indices transform under the fundamental representation

of SU�N�� lower indices under the anti�fundamental representation� Global SU�N�

symmetry implies that color is conserved at the interaction vertices� just as electric

charge is conserved at the interaction vertex of QED� Thus the interaction vertices

may be represented by color��ow Feynman rules� as shown in Fig� �� ����� The

arrows track the �ow of color from upper indices to lower indices� The three�gluon

vertex has two color �ows� and the four�gluon vertex has six�

The gluon propagator is proportional to

h�A��
i�
j�
�A��

i�
j�
i  �i�j��

i�
j�
� �

N
�i�j��

i�
j�

�����

and thus has two di�erent color �ows� In contrast� the gluon propagator in the

conventional representation of color is proportional to

hAa
�A

b
�i  �ab � ����

The more complicated color structure of the gluon propagator is a trade�o� for the

simplicity of the color structure of the interaction vertices �Fig� ���� As we shall see�

this trade�o� is worthwhile�

Due to the antisymmetry of the three� and four�gluon vertices� the second color

�ow in the gluon propagator does not couple to these interactions� It couples only to

the gluon interaction with the quarks� This color �ow acts as a �photon� which cou�

ples with strength gp
�N

to quarks�� We indicate this by splitting the gluon propagator

�It is evident from the Feynman rules that the natural coupling constant is gp
�
rather than g�

�The factor �p
N

in the coupling strength arises from the factor �
N

in the second color �ow�
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Figure ���� Color �ow �i�j��
i�
j�
� � � �inj� � Each pair of indices ik� jk corresponds to an

external gluon�

into a U�N� gluon propagator and a U��� gluon propagator� as shown in Fig� ��� The

U��� gluon interacts only with quarks� It is unphysical� as evidenced by its ghostly

residue�

��� n�gluon Amplitude

The n�gluon tree�level amplitude is constructed from three� and four�gluon vertices

and the U�N� gluon propagator� the U��� gluon propagator does not couple to these

interactions� It follows directly from the color��ow Feynman rules that the n�gluon

tree�level amplitude has the decomposition given in Eq� ���� We now describe how

to calculate the partial amplitudes� which are the coe	cients of a particular color

�ow�

To calculate A�� � � � � n�� one orders the gluons clockwise� as shown in Fig� ��

and draws color��ow lines connecting adjacent gluons� One then deforms the color�

�ow lines in all possible ways to form the Feynman diagrams which contribute to this

partial amplitude� An example of a four�gluon partial amplitude is given in Fig� ���

In so doing� one generates three� and four�gluon vertices with uncrossed color �ows�

Thus one needs only a single color �ow in the three� and four�gluon Feynman rules

given in Fig� ���

The number of Feynman diagrams that contribute to an n�gluon partial amplitude

is listed in the �rst column of Table ��� The number grows approximately like ��n�

rather than the factorial growth of the number of diagrams that contributes to the

full amplitude� shown in the second column�

This procedure is analogous to the �color�ordered� Feynman rules that have been

developed for the decomposition of multi�gluon amplitudes in terms of traces of

fundamental�representation matrices� Eq� ���� ���� ���� The similarity of that pro�
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Figure ��� Feynman diagrams corresponding to a four�gluon partial amplitude�

cedure with the construction of string amplitudes has been noted� Each gluon corre�

sponds to an open string with color charges i� j on its ends� The diagram in Fig� �

represents the scattering of n open strings� and Fig� �� corresponds to the zero�slope

limit of the scattering of four open strings ���� ����

One obtains the cross section from the n�gluon amplitude by squaring and sum�

ming over the colors of the external gluons� Since each external gluon has two indices�

naively summing counts N� colors per gluon� To sum over only the N� � � desired

colors� it is su	cient to �rst apply the projection operator

P ii�

jj� � �ij��
i�

j �
�

N
�ij�

i�

j� �����

to each external gluon before squaring and summing over colors� However� the second

term in the projection operator corresponds to a U��� gluon� so it does not couple to

the n�gluon amplitude� Hence� in the case of the n�gluon amplitude� it is su	cient to

naively sum over colors� However� this is not the case if external quarks are present�

as we discuss in the following section�

In squaring the amplitude and summing over colors� the leading term in �
N is given

by the square of each color �ow


�i�j��
i�
j�
� � � �inj� ��i�j��i�j� � � � �inj� �y � �i�j��

i�
j�
� � � �inj� ��j�i� �j�i� � � � �j�in� � Nn� �����

Cross terms between di�erent color �ows yield monomials in Nn�m� where m is even�

This contrasts with the squaring and summing over colors in the decomposition based
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Table ���� Number of Feynman diagrams contributing to an n�gluon partial ampli�
tude in the standard SU�� theory of QCD� The number grows approximately like
��n� In contrast� the number of Feynman diagrams contributing to the full amplitude
grows factorially�

No� of Diagrams

n Partial Amp Full Amp

�  �

� �� ��

� � ���

� � ����

� ��� ���

� ���� ������

�� �� ��������

�� ����� ���������

�� ������ ��������

on traces of fundamental�representation matrices� Eq� ����� There� each term ob�

tained is a polynomial in N � rather than a monomial�� In this sense� squaring and

summing over colors is simpler in the color��ow decomposition� Eq� ����

For processes with many external gluons� it is necessary to sum over colors using

Monte�Carlo techniques in order to produce a cross section with su	cient speed to

be useful in practice ���� ���� The color��ow decomposition is well suited for such

a calculation� One chooses� via Monte�Carlo methods� a particular color assignment

for the external gluons� This is accomplished by randomly selecting the colors of the

�In the case of the n�gluon amplitude in the fundamental�representation decomposition� only the

leading term in the polynomial in N need be retained� as sub�leading terms are associated with U
�

gluons �����
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Table ���� Average number of partial amplitudes� for n gluon scattering� that must
be evaluated per non�vanishing SU�� color assignment in three di�erent color decom�
positions
 the color��ow decomposition� the fundamental�representation decomposi�
tion used in Ref� ����� and the adjoint�representation decomposition� The color��ow
decomposition is much more e	cient than the fundamental�representation decompo�
sition� especially when n is large� The adjoint�representation decomposition is almost
as e	cient as the color��ow decomposition� but requires the multiplication of sparse
�� � matrices�

Decomposition

n Color �ow Fundamental Adjoint

� ���� ��� ����

� ��� ���� ����

� ��� ���� ����

� ���� ���� ���

� ���� ��� ����

� ���� ���� ����

�� ��� ��� ��

�� ��� ����� ����

�� ���� ������ ����

upper and lower indices� A necessary �but not su	cient� condition for a non�vanishing

color assignment is that the number of upper and lower indices of the color R must

be the same� similarly for the colors G and B� In general� only a small fraction of

the �n � ��� color �ows contribute to a given color assignment� so it is necessary to

evaluate only a small subset of the partial amplitudes� We give in the �rst column of

Table �� the average number of color �ows which contribute to a given non�vanishing

color assignment� Although this number grows with the number of gluons� it grows

much less quickly than factorially�

��



The color��ow decomposition lends itself nicely to merging with a shower Monte�

Carlo� which is based on the color �ow of a given hard�scattering subprocess� A

strategy to produce such a merging in the general case where several color �ows

contribute to a particular color assignment is discussed in Ref� �����

Once the non�vanishing color �ows for a given color assignment are identi�ed�

one must evaluate the corresponding partial amplitudes� The amplitude for a given

color assignment is the sum of these partial amplitudes� with unit coe	cients� as per

Eq� ����

Let us compare the e	ciency of this procedure with that of the fundamental�

representation decomposition of Eq� ����� In Ref� ���� a particular basis for the

fundamental�representation matrices is chosen in order to minimize the average num�

ber of traces of fundamental�representation matrices which contribute to a given

non�vanishing color assignment� That basis is

�� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA

�
 �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA

�	 �
�

�

�B	 � � �

� �� �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
��

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � ��


CA �

Using this basis� we give in the second column of Table �� the average number of

partial amplitudes which contribute to a given non�vanishing color assignment�� This

number is signi�cantly greater than in the color��ow decomposition� especially when

n is large� Hence the color��ow decomposition is much more e	cient�

The reason the fundamental�representation decomposition is less e	cient for eval�

uating amplitudes is due to the matrices �	 and �� above� which have more than one

non�vanishing element� and may therefore appear in many traces� To avoid this� it is

advantageous to replace these two matrices with the three matrices

�	 �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA � �� �
�p
�

�B	 � � �

� � �

� � �


CA �

�These numbers agree� within Monte�Carlo uncertainty� with those given in Ref� ���� for n �

�� �� ��

��



In so doing� one is including the U��� gluon� however� we know that this gluon

decouples from the all�gluon tree amplitude� so no error is being made� Using this

expanded basis of fundamental�representation matrices is equivalent to the color��ow

decomposition� Eq� ���� because each matrix is proportional to a Kronecker delta

��� � �p
�
���� �

� � �p
�
���� etc��� However� the color��ow decomposition leads to a

faster evaluation of the color coe	cients� since no matrix multiplication is necessary�

while the multiplication of sparse  �  matrices is required in the fundamental�

representation decomposition�

Another method for Monte�Carlo summation over color is used in Ref� �����

Although the fundamental�representation decomposition is used� it is converted to

the color��ow decomposition before the summation over color is performed� This is

achieved via

fa� a� a� ��a��i�j� ��
a��i�j� ��

a��i�j� � �i ��i�j� �i�j� �i�j� � �i�j� �
i�
j�
�i�j�� � �����

This paper goes on to promote color from a discrete to a continuous variable� and

performs a Monte�Carlo integration over color� It is not clear that anything is gained

by making color a continuous variable� since a Monte�Carlo summation over color is

already possible if color is a discrete variable�

We also consider the summation over color in the adjoint�representation decompo�

sition� Eq� ����� Rather than using the standard SU�� structure constants� we use

a set based on the nine fundamental�representation matrices above� again exploiting

the fact that the U��� gluon decouples� The structure constants in this basis are

f � � 	 � �f � � 	 � � ip
�
� f � � � � �f � � � � ip

�
� f � 
 � � �f 
 � � � � ip

�

f � � � � �f � � � � ip
�
� f � 	 � � �f 	 � � � ip

�
� f � � � � �f � � � � � ip

�

f � � 
 � �f � � 
 � ip
�
� f � � 	 � �f � � 	 � � ip

�
� f � � � � �f � � � � ip

�

f � � � � �f � � � � � ip
�
� f � 	 � � �f 	 � � � ip

�
� f � � � � �f � � � � � ip

�

f � � � � �f � � � � ip
�
� f � 	 � � �f 	 � � � � ip

�
� f � � � � �f � � � � ip

�

f 
 � � � �f � 
 � � � ip
�
� f 
 � � � �f � 
 � � � ip

�
� f 
 � � � �f � 
 � � ip

�

f 
 � 
 � �f � 
 
 � ip
�
� f 
 � 
 � �f � 
 
 � � ip

�
� f � 	 � � �f 	 � � � � ip

�

f � � � � �f � � � � ip
�
� f � � � � �f � � � � � ip

�
� f � � � � �f � � � � ip

�

�����

where all other structure constants vanish� The average number of partial amplitudes�

for n gluon scattering� that must be evaluated per non�vanishing color assignment is

given in the last column of Table ��� It is comparable in e	ciency to the color��ow

decomposition� However� the color��ow decomposition leads to a faster evaluation of

the color coe	cients� since the multiplication of sparse � � � matrices is required in

the adjoint�representation decomposition�

��
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Figure ���� The color �ow �i�j��
i�
j�
� � � �inj� for n� � gluons and one q�q pair�

To demonstrate the utility of the color��ow decomposition� we verify the sub�

process cross section with �� external gluons at tree level �gg � �g�� We employ the

same cuts as Ref� �����

p
&s � ���� GeV � pT i � �� GeV � j�ij � � � "Rij � ��� � �����

where the same subprocess cross section was also presented� using 	S � ���� for

illustrative purposes� We use the Berends�Giele recursion relations ���� to obtain the

partial amplitudes� and evaluate the basic currents upon which these relations are

based using HELAS ����� No e�ort is made to optimize the calculation of the partial

amplitudes� our goal is to show that the use of the color��ow decomposition speeds

up the calculation so much �a factor of about � for n � ��� see Table ��� that one

can obtain the gg � �g �or higher� subprocess cross section with a straightforward

evaluation of the partial amplitudes� Using this procedure� we con�rm the the n � ��

result� &��gg� �g� � ���� pb�

The use of the color��ow decomposition� Eq� ���� should yield a signi�cant in�

crease in the speed of multi�gluon cross sections which are presently calculated using

the fundamental�representation decomposition� Eq� �����

��� n gluons and q�q

We now turn to the case with one quark line and n gluons� In the previous section� we

showed that the fundamental�representation decomposition is equivalent to the color�

�ow decomposition for the n�gluon amplitude when the fundamental representation is

expanded by including a ninth matrix� This basis of nine matrices includes the U���

gluon� but since this particle decouples from the n�gluon amplitude� no error is made�

This same procedure cannot be carried out for amplitudes involving quarks� since the

��
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Figure ��	� Feynman diagrams corresponding to a partial amplitude for � gluons
and a q�q pair�

U��� gluons couple to quarks� Terms must be added to cancel the contribution of the

U��� gluons� which is the role of the sub�leading terms in the color��ow decomposition

for � q�q pair and n gluons�Eq� ������

The incoming quark has color iq� the incoming anti�quark color jq� The color �ow

is identical to that of the n�gluon case� except the q�q replaces one of the gluons� a s

shown in Fig� ��� The color��ow decomposition �at leading order in �
N � is

MP �ng � q�q� �
X

P �������n

�
iq
j�
�i�j� � � � �injq A�q � � � � � n �q� �����

where the sum is over all n� permutations of ��� � � � � n�� This decomposition follows

directly from the Feynman rules of Figs� �� and �� and is similar to the decompo�

sition of the n�gluon amplitude� The U��� gluon propagator� which couples only to

quarks� does not contribute at leading order in �� �
N � since there is only one quark

line� As an example� the diagrams contributing to a particular color �ow for the case

of � external gluons is shown in Fig� ���

In the partial amplitude� the arguments q and �q represent the four�momenta and

helicities of the quark and the anti�quark� while the remaining arguments �which are

permuted� represent the four�momenta and helicities of the n gluons�

Before squaring the amplitude and summing over colors� one must apply the

projection operator of Eq� ����� to each external gluon� This generates terms pro�

portional to powers of �� �
N �� In the n�gluon case� these terms vanish� In the present

case� they do not vanish due to the presence of a quark line to which the U��� gluon

couples� After applying the projection operators P� P� � � � Pn� one obtains

��
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Figure ���� Feynman diagrams corresponding to a partial amplitude for � gluons
and a q�q pair� where one or both gluons are replaced by a U��� gluon�

M�ng � q�q� �
X

P �������n

�
iq
j�
�i�j� � � � �injq A�q � � � � � n �q�

�
�

��

�
� �

N

� X
P �������n

�
iq
j�
�i�j� � � � �injq �i�j� A�q �  � � � n �q ��

�
�

��

�
� �

N

�� X
P �������n

�
iq
j�
�i�j� � � � �injq �i�j� �i�j� A�q  � � � � n �q � ��

���

�
�

n�

�
� �

N

�n X
P �������n

�
iq
jq
�i�j� � � � �injn A�q �q � � � � � n� �����

where the partial amplitudes of the sub�leading terms in �
N

are linear combinations

of the leading partial amplitudes A�q � � � � � n �q�� The sub�leading partial amplitude

A�q � � � � �n�m� �q �n�m� �� � � � n� corresponds to the amplitude for n�m U�N�

gluons and m U��� gluons �the notation is such that the gluons within the q�q are

U�N� gluons and the gluons outside the q�q are U��� gluon���

It is actually more e	cient to calculate the sub�leading partial amplitudes directly�

rather than as a linear combination of the leading partial amplitudes� This is done by

replacingm of the external gluons by U��� gluons� and associating a factor �� �
N
� with

each U��� gluon �this factor is present in the Feynman rule for U��� gluons� Fig� ����

For example� the diagrams for the sub�leading partial amplitudes for the case of one

q�q and two gluons are shown in Fig� ��� Since the U��� gluon only couples to quarks�

many of the non�Abelian diagrams present in the leading partial amplitude do not

appear� These non�Abelian diagrams cancel when the sub�leading partial amplitudes

are calculated as a linear combination of the leading partial amplitudes�

�The symmetry factors �
m� in front of each term result from overcounting identical amplitudes

involving U
� gluons of di	erent order� namely that

A
q � � � � � n �q  �� � A
q � � � � � n �q � � �

��



Table ���� Average number of partial amplitudes� for the scattering of n gluon and
one q�q� that must be evaluated per non�vanishing SU�� color assignment in two
di�erent color decompositions
 the color��ow decomposition� and the fundamental�
representation decomposition used in Ref� ����� The color��ow decomposition is much
more e	cient than the fundamental�representation decomposition� especially when n
is large�

Decomposition

n� � Color �ow Fundamental

� ���� ����

 ���� ����

� ��� ����

� ���� ���

� ��� ����

� ���� ���

� ��� ���

� ��� ���

�� ���� �����

This expression can be used to perform a Monte�Carlo summation over color�

As in the all�gluon case� one �rst selects a color assignment by randomly choosing

the colors of the upper and lower indices� then checking that the number of upper

and lower R indices are the same� and similarly for B and G� One identi�es the

non�vanishing color �ows corresponding to this color assignment� including the sub�

leading color �ows� The partial amplitudes corresponding to these color �ows are

then evaluated� The amplitude is the sum of the partial amplitudes� with coe	cients

of �� �
N � raised to the power of the number of U��� gluons� as per Eq� ������

In Table � we compare the e	ciency of the color��ow decomposition with that

��



of the fundamental�representation decomposition� which is given by

M�ng � q�q� �
X

P �������n

��a� � � � �an�i�j� A�q � � � � � n �q� � �����

We list the average number of partial amplitudes� both leading and sub�leading�

which must be evaluated per non�vanishing color assignment� As in the all�gluon

case� the color��ow decomposition is more e	cient when the number of external

gluons is large� The gain is not as large as in the all�gluon case� however� This

is to be expected� as external quarks are treated identically in the color��ow and

fundamental�representation decompositions� only the gluons are treated di�erently�

��� n gluons and � q�q

We now consider two quark pairs and n gluons� Since there are two quark lines� a

new feature enters
 diagrams with a U��� gluon exchanged between the quark lines�

For example� we show in Fig� �� the diagrams contributing to the partial amplitude

for � quark pairs and � gluon� Because the U��� gluon carries no color� the color �ow

for diagrams with a U��� gluon factors into two separate color �ows� each beginning

and ending with a quark line� The color��ow decomposition is thus

MP �ng � q�qQ �Q� �
X

P �Q�������n

�
iq
jQ
�
iQ
j�
�i�j� � � � �injq A�q �QQ � � � � � n �q�

� �

N

nX
m��

X
P �������n

��
iq
j�
�i�j� � � � �im��

jq
� ��

iQ
jm
�imjm��

� � � �injQ�

� A�q � � � � � �m� �� �q Qm � � � n �Q� � �����

The factor �� �
N � associated with the propagator of the internal U��� gluon �see

Fig� ��� is made explicit in the above decomposition���

As usual� one must hit each external gluon with a projection operator� Eq� ������

before squaring the amplitude� As we saw in the previous section� this can be done

diagrammatically by replacing external gluons with U��� gluons� For example� in

the case of � quark lines and one external gluon� the sub�leading terms generated by

hitting the external gluon with a projection operator are shown diagrammatically in

Fig� ���

�	This decomposition assumes distinguishable quarks� and it is slightly more complicated for

identical quarks� However� the generalization is fairly easy to make�
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Figure ���� Feynman diagrams corresponding to a partial amplitude for � q�q pairs
and � gluon�

��� Conclusions

We have shown that the color �ow decomposition is a highly e	cient basis for evaluat�

ing multi�parton amplitudes� This decomposition has a simple physical interpretation

that lends itself to intuitive diagrammatic representations� and it makes computing

the color factors faster and easier than in other decomposition bases that require

�
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Figure ��
� Feynman diagrams corresponding to a partial amplitude for � q�q pairs
and a U��� gluon�

matrix multiplication� such as the fundamental� and adjoint�representation decom�

positions� The theory on which the decomposition is build has a long history and is

well understood in terms of the �
N

expansion�

We have studied a number of di�erent cases in which the color �ow decomposition

can be applied� The color �ow decomposition is ideally suited for computing all�gluon

amplitudes� since the sub�leading terms in the �
N expansion vanish� We have shown

that using this decomposition can potentially increase the speed of n � �� gluon

amplitudes by a factor of �� and it can have even more signi�cant e�ects for ampli�

tudes with more gluons� While this simpli�cation does not take place in the presence

of quarks� we have shown that the one quark�pair plus �� gluon amplitude can be

evaluated a factor of �� times more e	ciently than the fundamental�representation

decomposition� This assumes that partial amplitudes involving U��� gluons can be

��



computed e	ciently from �rst principles�

It may be possible to incorporate these techniques into future versions of Mad�

Graph or other event generators� This decomposition also lends itself to natural

incorporation with shower Monte Carlo generators� We hope that with future imple�

mentation of the color �ow decomposition� we can achieve fast and easy computation

of multi�parton amplitudes involving more than �� partons�

��



Appendix A

Higgs plus single top in the

two�Higgs�doublet model

In this appendix we consider the case of t�channel production in a generic two�Higgs�

doublet model ��HDM�� Using the e�ective�W approximation� we show that the

amplitudes represented by the diagrams in Fig� A�� contain terms that grow with

energy� Nevertheless� the unitarity of the model implies that these terms must cancel

in the �nal result� as we show explicitly� In a generic �HDM that is invariant un�

der SU���L � U���Y and conserves CP� the scalar �elds '��� are doublets of SU���L

with hypercharge Y � � and they develop vacuum expectation values v��� that break

SU���L�U���Y to U���EM� This results in a massm�
W � �

	g
�v� andm�

Z � �
	�g

��g���v�

with v� � v�� � v�� � �
p
�GF �

��� The particle content can be exploited to fully para�

meterize the model� In addition to tan� � v��v�� we can use the masses of the four

scalars h�H�A�H�� the mixing angle 	 between the CP�even states h�H� and one

of couplings appearing in the quartic potential� The inclusion of the fermions must

be done with care in order to suppress tree�level �avor�changing neutral currents�

One common choice is to impose a discrete symmetry in such a way that '� couples

only to down�type quarks and leptons while '� couples only to up�type quarks �����

This way of coupling the Higgs �elds to the fermions is the same as in the minimal

super�symmetric standard model and is called type II�

The contributions from the four diagrams in Fig� A�� read

iA� � i
g gWWhmW

�
p
�

�u�pt� 

���� 

�u�pb� �

g�� � �pb�pt��pb�pt�
m�
W

�pb � pt�� �m�
W

� ��W � �A���

iA� � i
g gWH�h

�
p
�

�u�pt�

�
mt

mW

cot� ��� 

� �
mb

mW

tan� �� � 

�

�
u�pb��

�W � �pt � pb � ph�

�pb � pt�� �m�
H�

� �A���
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Figure A��� Diagrams contributing to W� b� h t in the �HDM�

iA� � �i g gtth
�
p
�

�u�pt���pt � �ph �mt���W ��� 

�u�pb�

�pt � ph�� �m�
t

� �A��

iA	 � �i g gbbh
�
p
�

�u�pt���W ��� 

���pb � �ph �mb�u�pb�

�pb � ph�� �m�
b

� �A���

which in the high�energy limit �s��t��u	 m�
h�m

�
H� �m�

W �m�
t � and for a longitudinally�

polarized W ���W � p�W�mW � reduce to

iA� � i
g gWWh

�
p
�m�

W

�u�pt�
�
mb �� � 

� �mt ��� 

�

�
u�pb� � �A���

iA� � i
g gWH�h

�
p
�m�

W

�u�pt�
�
mb tan� �� � 

� �mt cot� ��� 

�

�
u�pb� � �A���

iA� � �i g gtth

�
p
�mW

�u�pt� ��� 

� u�pb� � �A���

iA	 � i
g gbbh

�
p
�mW

�u�pt� �� � 

� u�pb� � �A���

Unitarity therefore requires that the following relations hold true


gWWh

�
mb � gWH�h tan� mb � gbbh mW � � � �A���

�gWWh

�
mt � gWH�h cot� mt � gtth mW � � � �A����

That this is indeed the case can be easily veri�ed using the couplings of the �HDM�

gWWh � g sin�� � 	� � �A����

gWH�h � �g
�
cos�� � 	� � �A����

gtth � � gmt

�mW

cos	

sin�
� �A���

gbbh �
gmb

�mW

sin	

cos �
� �A����

Analogous relations can be derived for the production of the heavy neutral Higgs

H and the results can be obtained from those above with the replacement 	� 	� �
� �

The production of the CP�odd state A di�ers from that of the CP�even Higgs bosons

��



in that its coupling to the W boson is zero� In this case the divergent terms coming

from the diagrams where the Higgs couples to the quarks cancel with those coming

from the second diagram in Fig� A��� An explicit calculation gives


iA� � g gWH�A

�
p
�m�

W

�u�pt�
�
mb tan� �� � 

� �mt cot� ��� 

�

�
u�pb� � �A����

iA� � � g gttA

�
p
�mW

�u�pt� ��� 

� u�pb� � �A����

iA	 � � g gbbA

�
p
�mW

�u�pt� �� � 

� u�pb� � �A����

Unitarity entails that

gWH�A tan� mb � gbbh mW � � � �A����

gWH�A cot� mt � gtth mW � � � �A����

The above constraints are satis�ed by the couplings of the �HDM�

gWH�A �
g

�
� �A����

gttA � � gmt

�mW

cot� � �A����

gbbA � � gmb

�mW

tan� � �A����
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Appendix B

The equivalence of color

decomposition bases

In this appendix� we will show explicitly the equivalence of the three bases for color

decomposition referred to in Chapter 
 adjoint� fundamental� and color �ow� To do

this� our discussion will begin with the n�gluon amplitudes� and the form and method

of this discussion will lay out much of the procedure needed for the generalization to

quark�gluon amplitudes� which we will discuss later in this appendix� In particular�

we will discuss the equivalence of the available color decomposition bases for the one

and two quark line examples�

B�� n gluons

A general amplitude for an n�gluon process can be written as an expansion in the

�n� ��� independent adjoint color factors

M�ng� �
X
f�g

fa� a�� x� fx� a�� x� � � � fxn�� a�n�� an

� Aadj�p�� ��� p�� � ��� � � � � � p�n�� � ��n�� � pn� �n�

�
X
f�g

�F af�g�a�an A
adj�� f�gn� � �B���

where we have used the de�nitions

�F a��a�a� � i fa� a� a� � �B���

absorbing the factors of i into the de�nition of the adjoint partial amplitudes Aadj �

and

�F af�g�a�an � �F a�� F a�� � � � F a�n�� �a�an � �B��

��



for the �n � ���element set f�g � f��� ��� � � � � �n��g� This set represents a given

permutation of the gluon indices ��� � � � � � n � ��� and the sum is over all possible

�n � ��� permutations of these indices� The indices of the �rst and last gluons are

�xed without loss of generality due to the properties of the structure constants� f �

This may not seem obvious at �rst� Therefore� before continuing� let us discuss a

simple ��gluon example�

The color factors in a ��gluon example take a form such as fa� a� xfxa� a� � for the

given permutation ��� �� � ��� There are� in principal� �� � �� independent permu�

tations of the ai�indices� However� it is easy to show that interchanging the �rst�

or last� two indices simply results in an overall change in sign due to the anti�

symmetry of the structure constants
 fa b c � �f b a c � �fa c b� Additionally� it is

easy to see that exchanging the �rst pair of indices with the last pair of indices �i�e��

��� �� � �� � �� �� �� ��� results in equivalent factors� due to the commutativity of

the structure constants
 fa b xfx c d � F xabF cdx � F cdxF xab� This reduces the total

number of independent permutations to three� which can be represented by the per�

mutations ��� �� � ��� ��� � �� ��� and ��� �� �� �� However� these three permutations

are related because fa b xfx c d � fa c xfa b d � fa d xfx c b� Hence� there are only two

independent permutations that remain� reducing the total number of permutations

from �� to ���

Similar relations can be shown for more complicated examples� and� in general� the

number of independent permutations in an n�gluon amplitude is �n � ���� However�

a great many of these relationships become most transparent when the color factors

have been transformed from the adjoint representation into the fundamental repre�

sentation� We will not go into a thorough list of examples� but the general argument

is similar to those in the discussion of the ��gluon example above�

We can now begin to transform from the adjoint decomposition into the funda�

mental decomposition� This is done via the identities

�F b�ac � i fa b c

� Tr��a ��b� �c��

� Tr���a� �b��c� � �B���

and

��A�ij ��
A�kl � �il �

k
j �

�

N
�ij �

k
l � �B���

With these two relationships� it is easy to show that
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Tr�A�x�Tr��xB� � Aj
i ��

x�ij ��
x�kl B

l
k

� Aj
i ��

i
l �

k
j �

�

N
�ij �

k
l �B

l
k

� Aj
i B

i
j �

�

N
Ai
iB

k
k

� Tr�AB�� �

N
Tr�A�Tr�B� � �B���

for generic N �N matrices A and B� This relationship can be used to show that�
F b F c

�a
d

� Tr���a� �b��x�Tr��x ��c� �d��

� Tr���a� �b� ��c� �d��

� Tr��a ��b� ��c� �d��� � �B���

where we have exploited the fact that Tr��A�B�� � �� This relationship can now

be used recursively to generate the relationship between the n�gluon adjoint and

fundamental representations


�F af�g�a�an � Tr��a� ��a�� � ��a�� � � � � ��a�n�� � �an � � � � ��� � �B���

After expanding the nested commutators� we obtain a linear combination of �n��

fundamental color factors of the form

Tr��a� �a�� �a�� � � � �a�n � � Tr��a� �af�g� � �B���

for the �n� ���element set f�g � f��� ��� � � � � �ng� representing a given permutation of

the gluon indices ��� � � � � � n��

Hence� the transformation from the adjoint decomposition into the fundamental

decomposition involves expanding each ladder of structure constants using the re�

lation expressed in Eq� �B���� After doing this� one will notice that the resulting

number of distinct fundamental color factors that arise is �n � ���� In other words�

the fundamental color decomposition involves a sum over the �n � ��� permutations

�� f�g�� and the coe	cient of each fundamental color factor is de�ned as a funda�

mental partial amplitude� Afund� In general� the coe	cients of the fundamental color

factors will be linear combinations of the adjoint partial amplitudes� Aadj� Therefore�

we can equate these linear combinations of adjoint partial amplitudes with their cor�

responding fundamental partial amplitudes� The resulting relationships between the

fundamental and adjoint partial amplitudes are called the Kleiss�Kuijf relations �����

The Kleiss�Kuijf relations derive from the form of the transformation of the adjoint

color factors to the fundamental color factors� found in Eq� �B���� To better see how

��



these relations come about� let us write the nested commutators of Eq� �B��� in a

signi�cantly more obtuse� but equally more useful� form


Tr��a� ��a�� � ��a�� � � � � ��a�n�� � �an � � � � ��� �X
f	g�f�g

����m Tr��a� �af�g �an �af�g� � �B����

where the set f	g � f	�� 	�� � � � � 	n���mg is an �n � ��m��element� ordered subset

of f�g for � 
 m 
 n��� and the set f�g � f��� � � � � �mg represents the remaining m

ordered elements of the set f�g after having removed the elements comprising the set

f	g� In more compact notation� we say that the sum extends over all possible sets

f	g � f�g with f�g � f�g
f	g � While nauseating to look at� this form suggests the form

of the Kleiss�Kuijf relations between the fundamental and adjoint partial amplitudes�

With a little thought and examination of the above relation� we can identify all of

the adjoint partial amplitudes that contribute to the fundamental partial amplitude

Afund�� f	gn f�g�� We �nd that

Afund�� f	gn f�g� � ����m
X

O�f	g�f
g
Aadj�� O�f	g� f�gT � n� � �B����

where f�gT represents f�g in reverse order� and the sum extends over all possible

ordered operations O�f	g� f�gT � in which the elements of the two sets f	g and f�gT
are combined to form an �n� ���element set� preserving the respective order of both

the 	�elements and the �T �elements�

The Kleiss�Kuijf relations provide the additional constraints on the fundamental

partial amplitudes to reduce the total number of independent partial amplitudes in

the fundamental decomposition to �n����� as we found in the adjoint decomposition�

even though the fundamental decomposition extends over �n� ��� fundamental color

factors� Additionally� for the �n � ��� Kleiss�Kuijf relations in which f�g � �� the
fundamental and adjoint partial amplitudes are the equal� It is only for f�g �� � that
the fundamental partial amplitudes will be linear combinations of multiple adjoint

partial amplitudes�

After transforming the adjoint color factors in the adjoint decomposition� and

applying the Kleiss�Kuijf relations� we �nd that the resulting decomposition is� indeed�

equivalent to the fundamental decomposition expressed in Chapter � In the notation

developed in this appendix� the fundamental decomposition is written in the form

M�ng� �
X
f�g

Tr��a� �af�g�Afund�� f�g� � �B����

��



Let us now look more closely at the fundamental decomposition described above�

The functional form of the partial amplitudes Afund include the gluon polarization

vectors �a��p��� Hence� while the external gluon indices a� are shown on the funda�

mental color factors� they are� in fact� contracted with their corresponding polariza�

tion vectors in the partial amplitudes� The contraction takes the form ��a��k�l� �
a��p���

and with the normalization used in Chapter � we can use the fact that

�a� b� � Tr��a� �b��

� ��a��i�j� ��b��j�i� � �B���

to transform the fundamental color factors into their corresponding color �ows� We

�nd that

��a��k�l� �a��p�� � ��a��k�l� �a� b� �b��p��

�
�
��a��k�l� ��a��i�j�

� �
��b��j�i� �

b��p��
�

�

�
�k�j� �

i�
l�
� �

N
�k�l� �i�j�

�
�j�i� �p�� � �B����

where� in the last line� we have used Eq� �B��� to contract the color matrices� and we

have de�ned the gluon polarization vector such that

�j�i� �p�� � ��b��j�i� �
b��p�� � �B����

as discussed in Chapter � With the gluon polarization vectors hidden in the partial

amplitudes� the transformation of the fundamental color factors into color �ows is

equivalent to contracting each color matrix ��a��kl in the fundamental color factors

with a matching color matrix ��a��i�j� such that

�a� � ��a��kl ��
a��i�j�

�

�
�kj� �

i�
l �

�

N
�kl �

i�
j�

�
� �B����

with the implication that each gluon polarization vector must be equivalently rede�

�ned as �j�i� �p��� This e�ectively replaces each adjoint index a� with the fundamental

and anti�fundamental indices i� and j�� One can see that the cost of this color �ow

transformation is that it generates �
N �terms� which we do not explicitly see in the

n�gluon adjoint or fundamental decompositions�

This color �ow transformation can be applied to the adjoint color factors� as well�

assuming that we express the adjoint color factors as traces of nested commutators

like in Eq� �B���� In fact� it is easier to transform the adjoint color factors in this

�



form than it is to transform generic fundamental color factors� The reasons for this

will become evident in the following analysis� Therefore� let us consider the color �ow

transformation of the adjoint color factor

�F a� F a� � � � F an���a�an � Tr��a� ��a� � ��a� � � � � ��an�� � �an � � � � ��� � �B����

In order to make the transformation more clear� let us transform each color matrix

�a� separately� one at a time� To do this� let us write the above color factor in the

form Tr��a� M��� where M� represents a the N �N matrix equivalent to the �n� ��

nested commutators� Transforming the color matrix �a� only� we �nd

Tr��a� M�� � ��a��kl �M��
l
k

� ��a��kl ��
a��i�j� �M��

l
k

�

�
�i�l �kj� �

�

N
�i�j� �

k
l

�
�M��

l
k

� �M��
i�
j�
� �

N
�i�j� Tr�M��

� �M��
i�
j�
� �B����

where in the �nal line� we have used that fact that the trace of a commutator is

zero� Now� we can make the replacement M� � ��a� �M��� where M� is an N � N

matrix representing the remaining �n� � nested commutators� When we apply the

transformation to this factor� we �nd

��a� �M��
i�
j�

� ��a��i�m �M��
m
j� � �M��

i�
m ��a��mj�

� ��a��i�m ��a��i�j� �M��
m
j� � �M��

i�
m ��a��mj� ��

a��i�j�

�

�
�i�m �i�j� �

�

N
�i�j� �

i�
m

�
�M��

m
j�

��M��
i�
m

�
�i�j� �

m
j� �

�

N
�i�j� �

m
j�

�
� �i�j� �M��

i�
j�
� �M��

i�
j�
�i�j� � �B����

and we see that the �
N �terms have canceled� We can continue this procedure by

replacing M� with ��a� �M	� and transform M� in the same way as we did M� above�

We �nd

��a� �M	�
i�
j�
� �i�j� �M	�

i�
j�
� �M	�

i�
j�
�i�j� � �B����

and

��a� �M	�
i�
j�
� �i�j� �M	�

i�
j�
� �M	�

i�
j�
�i�j� � �B����

��



One can continue this procedure until all color matrices have been transformed� but

the resulting form of the color �ow transformation can be observed from what we

have already� Combining all of these results� we see that

Tr��a� ��a� � ��a� �M	��� � �i�j� �
i�
j�
�M	�

i�
j�
� �i�j� �M	�

i�
j�
�i�j�

��i�j� �M	�
i�
j�
�i�j� � �M	�

i�
j�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �B����

It should be evident that� as we transform each successive color matrix� the generated
�
N �terms vanish� The �nal form of the color �ow transformation may not be as evident�

but it can be made more evident if we consider a more simple example�

Therefore� consider the ��gluon case where� in the above transformation equation�

the matrix M	 would simply be replaced by �a� � From Eq� �B����� we know that the

transformation of �a� is

��a��kl �
�
�kj� �

i�
l �

�

N
�kl �

i�
j�

�
� �B���

and� therefore� the ��gluon adjoint color factor transforms into the color �ows

Tr��a� ��a� � ��a� � �a� ��� � �i�j� �
i�
j�

�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �

N
�i�j� �

i�
j�

�
��i�j�

�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �

N
�i�j� �

i�
j�

�
�i�j�

��i�j�
�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �

N
�i�j� �

i�
j�

�
�i�j�

�

�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �

N
�i�j� �

i�
j�

�
�i�j� �

i�
j�

� �i�j� �
i�
j�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �i�j� �

i�
j�
�i�j� �

i�
j�

��i�j� �i�j� �i�j� �i�j� � �i�j� �
i�
j�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� �B����

where� again� we see the �
N �terms vanish� Now� to facilitate our understanding� let us

expand the nested commutators in the term on the left�hand side �LHS� of the above

equation� We �nd

Tr��a� ��a� � ��a� � �a� ��� � Tr��a� �a� �a� �a��� Tr��a� �a� �a� �a��

�Tr��a� �a� �a� �a�� � Tr��a� �a� �a� �a�� � �B����

This expansion essentially shows how the ��gluon adjoint color factors �LHS� are

related to the ��gluon fundamental color factors �RHS�� Notice that the order of

the indices a� in this expression �Eq� �B����� matches the order of the indices i� in

the previous color �ow transformation �Eq� �B������ term by term in the expansion�

��



Notice� also� that the sign and number of the terms are equivalent� as well� This allows

us to deduce a simple rule for transforming from the fundamental decomposition into

the color �ow decomposition� Since the color �ows in Eq� �B���� have a one�to�one

correspondence to the fundamental color factors in Eq� �B����� we can transform from

the fundamental decomposition directly into the color �ow decomposition with the

replacement

Tr��a� �a�� �a�� �a�� �� �i�j�� �
i��
j��
�
i��
j��
�
i��
j��

� �B����

This simple transformation rule generalizes to any number of gluons� It is su	cient

to state that the transformation from the fundamental decomposition into the color

�ow decomposition simply amounts to the replacement

Tr��a� �a�� � � � �a�n�� �a�n � � �i�j�� �
i��
j��
� � � �i�n��j�n

�
i�n
j�

� �B����

and since this replacement is done� one�by�one� for each color factor in the funda�

mental decomposition� the partial amplitudes in the color �ow decomposition are

equivalent to the fundamental partial amplitudes�

ACF �� f�g� � Afund�� f�g� � �B����

Due to the cancellation of the �
N
�terms� as shown above� the result is exact to all orders

in the �
N �expansion� This leads to the n�gluon color �ow decomposition� written as

M�ng� �
X
f�g

�i�j�� �
i��
j��
� � � �i�n��j�n

�
i�n
j�

ACF �� f�g� � �B����

B�� n gluons plus q�q

In the presence of quarks� the color factors in the decomposition cannot be generally

expressed in the adjoint representation� Hence� the adjoint decomposition cannot

apply� in general� to mixed processes involving both quarks and gluons� The minimal

basis� then� for writing the quark amplitudes is the fundamental decomposition� which

is where we will begin in this section�

If one considers the tree�level amplitude for a single pair of quarks� q�q� and n

gluons� it is fairly easy to see that the general form of the color factors will involve a

color matrix �a for each gluon attached to the quark�line� and structure constants fabc

for gluon�gluon interactions� The diagrams corresponding to these contributions are

shown in Fig� B��� The contributions from the diagram shown in Fig� B��a contribute

to color factors that look like long strings of color matrices �a� with external indices

iq and jq� representing the colors of the quark and anti�quark�

��af�g�iqjq � ��a�� �a�� � � � �a�n �iqjq � �B���
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Figure B��� Contributions to the n�gluon plus � q�q amplitude�

In general� a gluon radiated from the quark line� can split into two or more gluons� as

depicted by diagrams such as those shown in Fig� B��b and Fig� B��c� For example�

when a radiated gluon splits into two gluons �Fig� B��b�� the contribution to the

color factor takes the form �x fxa� a�  �x �F x�a�a� � and this can be expressed using the

relationship found in Eq� �B��� as

��x�
iq
jq
�F x�a�a� � ��x�

iq
jq
Tr��a� ��x� �a� ��

� ��x�
iq
jq
Tr��x ��a� � �a� ��

� ��x�
iq
jq
��x�ij ��

a� � �a� �ji

�

�
�
iq
j �ijq �

�

N
�
iq
jq
�ij

�
��a� � �a� �ji

� ��a� � �a� �
iq
jq
� �B���

where� in the last line� we have neglected the �
N
�suppressed term because it is pro�

portional to the trace of the commutator� The two contributions coming from the

expanded commutator contribute to di�erent color factors of the same form shown in

Eq� �B���� Hence� the general form of Eq� �B��� indicates that this fact generalizes

to radiated gluons splitting into any number of external gluons� and the gluon�gluon

interactions always contribute color factors involving traces of nested commutators�

Hence� two remarkable results occur
 the �
N �contributions that come from the internal

gluons in diagrams like Fig� B��b vanish� and the general form of all color factors is

the same as those depicted in Eq� �B����

Therefore� we can write the amplitude for q�q plus n gluons in the fundamental

decomposition as

M�ng � q�q� �
X
f	g

��af�g�
iq
jq
Afund�q f	g �q� � �B���

where the indices in the partial amplitude are listed in clockwise order starting with

the quark and ending with the anti�quark� Just as in the all gluon case� there are
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an equal number of color matrices �a as there are external gluons� However� the

major di�erence is that in the presence of the quark line no trace is taken over the

external indices� In addition� since the adjoint decomposition �which is the minimal

basis for all�gluon amplitudes� cannot describe quark�gluon amplitudes� there exist

no Kleiss�Kuijf relations for the quark�gluon fundamental amplitudes� This will cause

some complication when transforming from the fundamental decomposition into the

color �ow decomposition�

Let us proceed to transform the fundamental color factors into their corresponding

color �ows� We will begin by considering a fundamental color factor of the form

��a� A��
iq
jq
� where A� is a generic N �N matrix� To transform the color matrix �a� �

we act the color matrix ��a��i�j� on the color factor � e�ectively exchanging the adjoint

index a� with the fundamental and anti�fundamental indices i� and j� � and then use

Eq� �B��� to deduce the corresponding color �ows� For this fundamental color factor�

the transformation is

��a� A��
q�
�q�

� ��a� A��
iq
jq

��a��i�j�

� ��a��
iq
k �A��

k
jq ��

a��i�j�

�

�
�
iq
j�
�i�k �

�

N
�i�j� �

iq
k

�
�A��

k
jq

� �
iq
j�
�A��

i�
jq
� �

N
�i�j� �A��

iq
jq
� �B��

The �rst term in the above expression describes the anti�color of the gluon j� being

equal to the color of the quark iq� or that color �ows from the quark into the gluon

and then from the gluon into whatever else is contained in the matrix A�� In the
�
N
�suppressed term� there is a factor� �i�j� � This factor is indicative of the emission of

a U��� gluon� It describes the color of the gluon i� being equal to its anti�color j�� or

that it is an SU�N� singlet� In this term� the matrix A� appears as it would have had

the gluon not been present� another indication that the emitted gluon is colorless�

Let us expand on this example by introducing a second gluon� To do this� we will

make the replacement A� � �a�A� and transform the full color factor in a similar

fashion� We �nd
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��a� �a� A��
iq
jq

� ��a� �a� A��
iq
jq

��a��i�j� ��
a��i�j�

� ��a��
iq
k ��a��kl �A��

l
jq ��

a��i�j� ��
a��i�j�

�

�
�
iq
j�
�i�k �

�

N
�i�j� �

q�
k

� �
�kj� �

i�
l �

�

N
�i�j� �

k
l

�
�A��

l
jq

�

�
�
iq
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One can see in the last line that the terms suppressed by one factor of �� �
N
� involve the

emission of a single U��� gluon� and the term suppressed by two such factors involves

the emission of two U��� gluons� One can also see that no terms are generated that

describe gluons � and � being color�connected to each other and not to the quark

line� such as a term ��i�j� �
i�
j�
� �A��

iq
jq
� Such a term would result if U��� gluons could

couple to both quarks and gluons� and the gluon propagators in the diagrams shown

in Figs� B��b and B��c would each generate non�zero �
N �terms� However� as we have

seen above� the �gluon and ��gluon vertices do not generate �
N
�terms� as they all

vanish after the transformation� indicating that U��� gluons only couple to quarks�

This allows us to generalize the above result to determine the transformation of

the color factors in the fundamental decomposition� The transformation of a single

fundamental color factor corresponding to the permutation �q� �� �� � � � � � n� �q� is
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where we have placed the ��functions of the U�N� gluons in parenthesis� If one

carefully counts the number of terms in the expansion above� one �nds that each
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fundamental color factor expands into�
n

�
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�
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�
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�
� �n �B���

di�erent color �ows� However� since the color structure is independent of the order

of the U��� gluons� many fundamental color factors will contribute to the same �
N �

suppressed color �ows� This means that� while the fundamental partial amplitudes

map one�to�one to the leading�order color �ow partial amplitudes �ACF �q f	g �q� �

Afund�q f	g �q��� the sub�leading color �ow partial amplitudes will be linear combina�

tions of the fundamental partial amplitudes�

The exact form of these linear combinations is easy to observe� If one considers

only a single emitted U��� gluon� then all of the contributing fundamental partial am�

plitudes will correspond to permutations retaining the same order of the U�N� gluons�

For example� consider the permutation �q� �� �� � �� �q� where index � represents a U���

gluon� The contributing fundamental partial amplitudes will be Afund�q � � �  �q��

Afund�q � � �  �q�� Afund�q � � �  �q�� and Afund�q � �  � �q� since all of these fundamen�

tal partial amplitudes retain the order of the U�N� gluons �� �� and � Therefore� we

�nd the color �ow partial amplitude for the emission of a single U��� gluon is

ACF �q � � � � � �n� �� �q n� � Afund�q n � �  � � � �n� �� �n� �� �q�

� Afund�q �n �  � � � �n� �� �n� �� �q�

� Afund�q � �n  � � � �n� �� �n� �� �q�
���

� Afund�q � �  � � � �n� ��n �n � �� �q�

� Afund�q � �  � � � �n� �� �n� ��n �q� � �B���

where the we have adopted the notation that any gluon index following the �q� such

as the the index n in the above example� is not color connected to the remaining

particles� or that it is a U��� gluon�� This expression generalizes to the emission of

further U��� gluons by simply allowing all U��� gluons to be permuted throughout

the remaining U�N� gluons and summed in the same way as in the above equation�

In the ��gluon case described above� the color �ow where both gluons  and � are

�It is interesting to note that this same equation holds for all�gluon amplitudes� as well� However�

in the case of all gluon amplitudes� the right�hand side of the above equation vanishes� This happens

for the same reasons that the �
N
�suppressed terms vanish in the all gluon case� and it is another

indication that U
� gluons do not couple to anything other than quarks�

��



U��� gluons would have the color �ow partial amplitude

ACF �q � � �q  �� � ACF �q  � � �q �� �ACF �q �  � �q �� �ACF �q � �  �q ��

� Afund�q �  � � �q� � Afund�q  � � � �q� � Afund�q  � � � �q�

�Afund�q  � � � �q� � Afund�q � �  � �q� � Afund�q � �  � �q�

�Afund�q �  � � �q� � Afund�q �  � � �q� � Afund�q � � �  �q�

�Afund�q � � �  �q� � Afund�q � � �  �q� � Afund�q � �  � �q� �

Notice that ACF �q � � �q  �� � ACF �q � � �q � �� or that the order of the U��� gluons

does not matter� It is for this reason that we only de�ne color �ow partial amplitudes

in which the U��� gluons are listed in increasing order�

Since the sub�leading partial amplitudes in the color �ow decomposition are not

independent� we adopt a convention in which we neglect writing the sub�leading terms

until they are needed when we square the amplitude� In doing this� we make the form

of the amplitude for q�q plus n gluons more compact� easier to read� and comprised of

only independent partial amplitudes� Before squaring� we multiply the amplitude by

a projection operator P	 for each external gluon where

�P	� � �j�j�� �
i��
i�
� �

N
�j�i� �

i��
j��
� �B���

The gluon projection operators do two things when applied to the leading�order color

�ows
 ��� replace the indices i	 and j	 with i�	 and j �	� and ��� generate the �
N �terms

associated with the emission of U��� gluons� To see how this happens� consider the

leading�order color �ow of the form �
iq
j�
�i�jq � When we act the projection operator P�

on this color �ow� we generate the terms

P� �
iq
j�
�i�jq �

�
�j�j�

�
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N
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�

�
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�
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jq
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N
�
iq
jq
�
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� �B���

As we can see� the projection operator generated the appropriate �
N
�term associated

with gluon � being emitted as a U��� gluon� and it is not di	cult to see how this

procedure will continue in the presence of more gluons�

In its most compact form� the amplitude for q�q plus n gluons is written as

M�ng � q�q� � P� P� � � � Pn
X
f	g

�
�
iq
j��

�
i��
j��

� � � �i�njq

�
ACF �q f	g �q� � �B����

As we have mentioned� however� we have adopted the convention in which we neglect

to explicitly write the projection operators� implying that they are added to the

��



amplitude just before squaring� In this convention� we would write the amplitude as

MP �ng � q�q� �
X
f	g

�
�
iq
j��

�
i��
j��

� � � �i�njq

�
ACF �q f	g �q� � �B����

It is important not to forget applying the projection operators before squaring� This

is di�erent from the all�gluon case� since we know that for all�gluon amplitudes the

application of the projection operators before squaring has no e�ect due to the Kleiss�

Kuijf relations� However� in the presence of a quark line� the application of the

projection operators is a necessity� Without them� the fundamental and color �ow

decompositions are not equivalent�

B�� n gluons plus � q�q

In this section� we will examine the equivalence of the fundamental and color �ow

decompositions for two quark lines plus gluons� This analysis will assume that the

quarks are distinguishable� but the analysis for identical quarks is easily expanded

following the same general procedure� There are only a few minor complications that

arise in such a case�

At tree level� two quark lines will be connected by a single internal gluon� External

gluons may be radiated from this internal gluon� and as a result� the two quark�line

color factors take the general form


��af�g �x� �af�g�iqjq �F af�g�x�x� ��af�g �x� �af�g�
iQ
jQ

� �B����

where we have de�ned the sets f	g� f�g� f
g� f�g� and f�g to have n	� n
� n�� n�� and

n� elements� respectively� such that n	�n
�n��n��n� � n� The elements of these

�ve sets are composed of the n gluon indices ��� � � � � n�� with the constraint that each

index is used only once� The set f�g represents the indices of the external gluons that
have been radiated from the internal gluon connecting the two quark lines� When

the set f�g � � and n� � �� the color factor corresponds to the case where all of

the external gluons have been radiated from the quark lines and the quark lines are

connected by a single gluon�

We can simplify this color factor to determine the general color factor in the

fundamental decomposition by applying Eq� �B��� to the ladder of structure constants�

In doing so� the ladder of structure constants becomes

Tr��x� ��a�� � ��a�� � � � � ��a�n� � �x� � � � � ��� � �B���

��



and we can expand the nested commutators into terms of the form given in Eq� �B����

such that each color factor takes a form like

��af�g �x� �af�g�
iq
jq
Tr��x� �af�g �x� �af	g� ��af�g �x� �af�g�

iQ
jQ
� �B����

where the addition of the sets f�g and fgT form the set f�g� It should be understood�

before continuing� that the ladder of structure constants in the general color factor

does not generate any �
N
�terms when transformed into the fundamental color factor

shown above� This is because of the trace over nested commutators� as was shown in

the previous sections of this appendix�

Taking the simpli�cation of this factor to the next step� we contract the color

matrices �x� and �x� to �nd
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One should notice that the contraction of the color matrices ��x��i�j� and ��x��i�j� with

the trace of color matrices resembles the examples done in the previous sections� In

fact� the trace of color matrices represents only one term in the expanded nested

commutators that were in the color factor at the beginning� Therefore� we know that

when the other terms from the nested commutators are included� we should observe

cancellation of �
N �terms� but it is not clear if all of the �

N �terms should vanish�

The easiest way of understanding what happens next is by noting that the f�g
and fg gluons are radiated from an internal gluon� therefore� they cannot be U���

gluons� The �
N
�suppressed terms in the above color factor describe a color structure

in which the internal gluon connecting the quark lines is a U��� gluon� Since U���

gluons do not couple to other gluons� the only time that the above �
N �terms can exist

is when f�g � fg � �� When this is the case� we see that all of the suppressed terms

become identical� since the trace in the fourth term becomes Tr��� � N � When the

�



terms are summed� we are left with only one suppressed term�
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iq
jq
��af�g �af�g�

iQ
jQ
� �B����

We conclude that for any subprocess� the leading�order term will contribute� However�

the sub�leading term in the color factor contributes for subprocesses when the two

quark lines are connected by only one U��� gluon�

We can now write the general color factor in the fundamental decomposition as

��af�g �af�g �af�g�
iq
jQ

��af�g �af	g �af�g�
iQ
jq
� �

N
��af�g �af�g�

iq
jq
��af�g �af�g�

iQ
jQ
� �B����

where we absence of the sets f�g and fg in second term implies that the second

term only contributes to cases when no gluons are radiated from the internal gluon

connecting the quark lines� When we write the total amplitude in the fundamental

decomposition� we no longer need to refer to the six separate sets f	g� f�g� f
g� f�g�
f�g� and fg� Instead� we may simply write the fundamental decomposition as

M�ng � q�qQ �Q� �
X

f	g�f
g
��af�g�

iq
jQ

��af�g�
iQ
jq
Afund�q f	g �QQ f�g �q�
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N

X
f�g�f�g

��af�g�
iq
jq
��af�g�

iQ
jQ
Afund�q f
g �q Q f�g �Q� � �B����

where the four sets f	g� f�g� f
g� and f�g are not the same sets as they were de�ned

before� and the notation used in the second partial amplitude indicates that the

two quark lines � as well as all of the gluons radiated from them � are not color

connected� The four sets have n	� n
� n�� and n� elements� respectively� such that

n	 � n
 � n� � n� � n� In principle� the two types of partial amplitudes shown

are unrelated to one another� While some relations do exist between these partial

amplitudes� that is beyond the scope of this appendix� Therefore� for the purposes of

our discussion� there are �� n� independent partial amplitudes in total�

Next� we can proceed to transform from the fundamental into the color �ow de�

composition� and to do so we must transform the fundamental color factors described

above� As in the previous section� however� we will adopt the convention in which we

avoid generating the �
N �terms associated with external U��� gluons by delaying the

application of the projection operators� P� until just before squaring the amplitude�

Hence� we can transform into the color �ow decomposition by making the one�to�one

association shown in the previous section

��a� � � � �an�iqjq �
�
�
iq
j�
�i�j� �

i�
j�
� � � �injq

�
�O

�
�

N

�
� �B����
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neglecting the �
N �terms and applying gluon projection operators to each external

gluon� The �rst of the fundamental color factors transforms into the corresponding

color factor in the color �ow decomposition��
�
iq
j��
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i��
j��

� � � �i�n�jQ
�
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j��
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i��
j��
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and the second of the two fundamental color factors transforms into
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Hence� we can write the color �ow decomposition as
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where the color �ow partial amplitudes ACF are equal to the corresponding funda�

mental partial amplitudes Afund due to the one�to�one correspondence of the transfor�

mation rule� After applying the n external gluon projection operators� P� P� � � � Pn�
we are left with an exact expansion in �

N that is equivalent to the fundamental de�

composition�
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